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Post Master
offers holiday
shipping advice

Monday, December 6, 2010
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray Post Master Mike
Gilkey is reminding customers to take the hustle and
bustle out of holiday shipping
this season by getting cards
and packages in the mail early
and following these tips.
When it comes to stamps,
Gilkey says there are several
for customers to choose from,
including the Evergreens
(Forever), Winter Holiday,
Angel With Lute, Madonna
and Child, Hanukkah, Eid and
Kwanzaa.
"Holiday stamps can be
delivered to any address when
ordered
through
www.usps.com by calling 1800-STAMP-24 or completing
a Stamps-By-Mail form," he
said in a news release.
The stamps are available
from mail carriers, or purchased at your local office or
an automated postal center
machine. They may also be
found at more than 250 grocery and convenient stores,
pharmacies and banks in the
Kentuckiana District.
Shipping information is very
important and USPS is offering shipping deals where customers can save as much as 11
percent over retail post office
prices. To do so, long onto
usps.com.
"Plus get free packaging,
free "Delivery Confirmation"
and a free carrier pick-up
without
leaving
home,"
acceding to the release. "For
am* shipping, use "Priority
Mail" flat rate boxes. Postage
on "Priority Mail" flat rate
boxes is the same to any state

•Edward Michael Taylor
extradited from east Tenn.
after turning himself in

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger &'arms

Murray was full of holiday merriment over the weekend, with multiple events ceMoring around celebrating
Christmas. The annual Rotary Christmas Parade was held Saturday morning,featuring a visit from Santa Claus,
pictured above. Pictured below is one of the many scenes from Uve Nativity Scenes, held at the William "Bir
Cherry Agricultural Exposition Center and sponsored by the United Methodist Churches of Calloway County.

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The sheriff's department in Henry
County, Tenn. has charged a titan with
the murder of a Murray Animal Hospital
employee and her husband.
Barbara Jean Walker, 76, and Guy
Kenneth Walker. 80, were found sh6t to
death in their Buchanan, Tenn. home a
few miles outside Paris Friday morning,
said Henry County Sheriff Monte Belew.
Edward Michael Taylor, 31, whose last
known residence was II Virginia Terrace
in Clarksville, Tenn., has been charged
with their murders, he said.
Bobbie Canerdy, manager of Murray
Animal Hospital, said Barbara Jean
Walker had worked as a client coordinator for more than 10 years and that losing her was akin to losing a family.member for all the employees there.
"It's horrible," Canerdy said. "We're
just all devastated. We've not lost an
employee, we've lost a wonderful
friend. Barbara touched the lives of
everyone she came in contact with. The
girls, all of us at Murray Animal
Hospital, have a large hole in our hearts
that's probably never going to go away.
%Tie was way more than an
"Like I
come and go.
Employees
employee.
Barbara was someone that we will never
forget and we will miss every day. She
was a wonderful Christian, and she
helped us to be better people every day."
Canerdy said Kenneth was also a wonderful person and, like his wife, was

•See Page 2

Rotary parade
winners announced

WI AMP

Staff Roport
The winners of the Rotary Club of Murray
2010"Sharing the Joy of Christmas" parade
have been announced.
In the Church Division, Westside Baptist
Church, first place; United Methodist
Churches, second place; First Baptist
Church, third place. In the Community
Division, Girl Scouts, first place; Kentucky
High School Rodeo Association, second
place; Gold Wing Riders Club, third place.
In the Corporate/Business Division, CFSB,
first place; Sears, second place; MurrayCalloway County
Hospital
Health
Endowment, third place.
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The Nalimal Vilasthar Sink*
Monday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 39.
Night:
Partly
Monday
cloudy, with a low around 22.
North northwest wind around 8

Hearing on death penalty
starts in Houston court

Timmiday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 38. Northwest wind
between 8 and 13 mph.
Tuesday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 22.
Northwest wind around 7 mph.
Wednesday: Sunny, with a
high near 40. West northwest
wind between 6 and 8 mph.

By JUAN A. LOZANO
Associated Press Writer
HOUSTON — Experts on
eyewitness identification,
confessions and forensic evidence are among those
expected to testify at an
unusual hearing on the constitutionality of the death
penalty that starts Monday in
the Texas county that has
sent more convicts to death
row than any other.
Harris County Judge Kevin
Fine ordered the hearing last
spring in response to a routine defense motion that
judges typically reject. Fine,
who stands out as a
Democratic judge in deeply
Republican Texas, declined
to be interviewed but has
indicated he's aware of
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Taylor In custody,
charged in Henry
County slayings
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recent exonerations of death
row inmates and his decision
in the case will "boil down to
whether or not an innocent
person has actually been executed."
Defense attorneys who
filed the motions said they
plan to call legal and academic experts who will
detail how flaws in such
things as eyewitness identification and confessions have
led to wrongful convictions
and sent innocent people to
death row. The attorneys represent John Edward Green
Jr., who is awaiting trial on
charges he fatally shot a
Houston woman and wounded her sister during a June

•See Page 2
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0 HOLY NIGHT: The First Baptist Church children's choir sings alongside the adult choir in
the sanctuary Sunday night during the opening for "0 Holy Night! A Christmas Musical
Celebration."
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•Henry County double homicide ...
From Front
never without a smile.
After the shooter fled the
scene of the crime Friday
morning, Tennessee Highway
Patrol, the Henry *County
Sheriff's Office and other
agencies,
including
the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Office, assisted in a search for
the man. Belew said Taylor
turned himself in to authori1
ties in Marion County, Tenn.,
which is near Chattanooga, on
Sunday, but did not tell police
there about the Henry County
murders. While police were
investigating burglary warrants that had been issued for
Taylor, they realized that the
vehicle he drove was believed
HAWKINS TEAGUE / Lodger & 7bnes
HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE: Above, Kathy Mowery leads the Murray Woman's Club Chorus
Ensemble during Sunday's Holiday Open House event. Below, the Calloway County High
School Chorus sings Christmas Songs under the direction of Mark Dycus.

to have been stolen and was related to an incident that
being searched tor by the occurred before the murders in
Henry
County
Sheriff's which Taylor had allegedly
Office.
asked a woman at 441 Cedar
Belew said he and Damon Dr. in the Paris Landing area
Lowe, director of the Criminal
for a ride and had pulled a gun
Investigation Division, flew to
on her. Belew said he would
Marion County Sunday aftersoon execute a search warrant
noon to interview Taylor and
at a nearby residence where
Taylor gave a full confession
'faylor was believed to be
on the double homicide. He
was charged with two counts staying.
Belew said he knew the
of first degree murder, one
count of aggravated murder, Walkers and that his thoughts
one count of theft over $1,000 and prayers went to their famand one count of aggravated ily. He said they were "honest,
kidnapping. Taylor is current- hard-working Christians- who
ly being held in the Henry did not des rye what hapCounty Correctional Facility pened to them when the buron a $1 million bond, Belew glary turned violent.
said.
"We are so thankful we have
The kidnapping charge is him in custody.- Belew said.

'Huge' Monroe centennial celebrations planned
By KEITH LAWIMEINCE
Messenger-Inquirer
ROS1NE, Ky.(AP) — When
William Smith Monroe was
born on Sept. 13. 1911, few
people other than the neighbors
of James Buchanan "Buck" and
Melissa Vandiver Monroe were
aware of it.
After all, the baby, named for
two of his uncles, was the
eighth child born into the farm
family on Ohio County's
Jerusalem Ridge.
It was hardly news that
Melissa Monroe was having
soother baby.
But the 100th anniversary of
the birth of the man known as
the "father of bluegrass music"
will be a major event in Rosinc,

his hometown, and Owensboro,
where an emergency appendectomy in 1921 saved Monroe's
life.
"I think it's going to be very
big for us," Karen Miller, executive
director
of
the
Owensboro-Daviess County
Convention & Visitors Bureau,
said recently.
"We'll have events that are
focused on Bill Monroe and a
reunion of his band members. I
think we'll see a lot of bluegrass
fans coming to the area. I hope
it creates a sense of excitement
about bluegrass."
Monroe died on Sept. 9, 1996,
and is buried in Rosine
Cemetery. His grave is a major
stop for bluegrass fans visiting

the area.
Bratcher-Romero,
Renetta
executive director of the Ohio
County Tourism Commission,
said Monroe's home county is.
making big plans to celebrate
what would have been his 100th
birthday.
There's a "Come Home to
Bluegrass" songwriting contest
and a "Come Home
Bluegrass" Mandolin Trail,
along with a variety of events at
Monroe's boyhood home on
Jerusalem Ridge.
The Ohio County Tourism
Commission is planning a
Homeplace Life Day for Sept.
10 with costumed guides showing tourists what life was like on
the Monroe farm a century ago.

III Houston court death penalty.

••

From Front

al. The decision surprised
many Texans and generated a
2008 robbery. The hearing storm of criticism
from
could last up to two weeks.
Republican Gov. Rick Perry
Fine originally responded to and others. The judge then
the motion by declaring the clarified his ruling, saying the
death
nalt unconstitution- procedures the state follows in
mein a death sentenware
"•'0n4onstittjtionaL Th<ii- he
rescinded his ruling and
ordered the hearing, saying he
needed more information
before making a final decision.
Fine has said he believes
capital punishment is constitutional and the hearing will
focus only on the specific
issues raised by Green's attorneys.
Still, his actions seem to be
in contrast to the beliefs of
many Texans who consider the
death penalty a fitting punishment for the worst kind of
crimes. And, the hearing is
being held in Harris County,
which includes the state's
largest city, Houston, and has
sentenced more people to
death than any other Texas
county — 286 since executions resumed in 1982. One
hundred fifteen of those have
been executed.
While anti-death penalty
groups have lauded Fine,
those in favor of capital punishment have called him misguided.
Prosecutors with the Harris
.County District Attorney's
Office unsuccessfully tried to

get him removed from the
case. While they declined to
comment before the hearing,
they said in court documents
that Fine has shown "antagonism against the death penal
ty" and they doubted he coul
be impartial.
Vine stands out among Tex
judges: He sports dense tattoos and has said he's a recovering alcoholic and former
cocaine user.
Green's attorneys say the
hearing is not a referendum on
whether Texas should have a
death penalty. But they do
plan to bring up the cases of
Cameron Todd Willingham
and Claude Jones, both of
whose executions are being
questioned.
Willingham was put to death
in 2004 for burning down his
Corsicana home in 1991 and
killing his 2-year-old daughter
and I -year-old twins. His execution is being questioned
after several fire experts have
found serious fault in the
arson findings that led to his
conviction.
Jones' 2000 execution is also
being questioned after a new
DNA test showed a hair that
had been the only piece of
physical evidence linking him
to the crime scene didn't
belong to him. Jones was executed for the 1989 killing of a
liquor store owner during a
robbery in a town north of
Houston.

•Holiday shipping ...
From Front
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Class Mail, Dec. 20: Priority
Mail, Dec. 21; Express Mail,
and the boxes are available for Dec. 22.
free in four different sizes,
The Postal Service is prowith prices starting as low as jecting Monday. Dec.
as the
$4.95 for a small, flat-rate busiest
mailing day and
box. A medium rate box costs Wednesday,
Dec. 22 as the
$10.70 and large, $14.50;
heaviest delivery day this hol$12.50 when shipping to mili- iday
season. Customers are
tary personnel at APO/FPO
urged to mail as early in the
addresses overseas.
season as possible. Letter mail
Deadlines for Parcel Post
volume, mostly stamped holimailings is Dec. IS. Other
day greeting cards. triples durdeadlines are as follows: First
ing the holiday mail season
MERE, I
that begins on Thanksgiving
LAMINATED MY
and ends on Christmas. The
CHRISTMAS
Postal Service projects nationLIST FOR YOU
al volume for the period to
exceed 15.8 billion pieces.
For more information, call
1-800-ASK-USPS or go to
www.usps.com and click on
Locate a Post Office to find
the closest stamp retailer. For
Doc.6
a full list of military and inter19 shopping
national deadlines, please go
days 'til Christmas
www.usps.com.
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Murray Police Department

- A burglary report was taken
at 2.52 p.m. Nov. 24
at 513 South 13th St.
- A theft report was taken at 3:44
p.m at 139
Welch Dr.
- A theft report was taken at 4=16 p.m.
at the
police station after someone reported
a wallet
stolen at Kroger on Nov. 22.
- A burglary report was taken at 5:56 p.m.
at 414
South Eighth St. after someone reported
stolen
medication and a lock box.
- A structure fire was reported at 8:12 p.m. at
512
North First St. because of an oven on fire.
- A burglary report was taken at 8:54 a.m.
Nov. 25
at 1546 Diuguid Dr.
- A theft report was taken at 11:05 a.m. Nov. 26
at 803 Poplar St. after a theft from a room was
reported.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was
reported at 2:57 p.m. at the intersection of 12th
and Sycaniore streets.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was
repoled at 6:29 p.m. at 79 Jim Wilson Rd.
- A burglary report was taken at 8:04 p.m. at 627
Bailey Rd. after someone supported a stolen laptop and jewelry.
- A shoplifter was reported at 2:43 p.m. Nov. 27
at Trends & Treasures.
- A theft report was taken at 2:52 p.m. at 505
Meadow Lane after an article was stolen out of the
motorcycle saddlebags.
- A suspected shoplifter was reported at 5:52
p.m. at J.C. Penney.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was
reported at 6:25 p.m. at the intersection of
Industrial Road and Chestnut Street.
- Damage to a vehicle was reported at 5:58 a.m.
Nov. 28 at 1608 North 16th St.
- A burglary report was taken at 1:22 p.m. at 414
South 10th St. after someone reported a break-in.
- A theft from a vehicle was reported at 8:15 a.m.
Nov. 29 at 805 Guthrie Dr.
- A theft report was taken at 9-32 a.m. at the station after someone reported a purse stolen from
the Cheri Theater.
- A stolen purse was reported at 10:35 a.m. at
Food Giant.
- A hit-and-run accident was reported at 2:10
p.m. at Taco Bell on North 12th St.
- A theft report was taken at 10:32 a.m. Nov. 30
at Fred's.
- Counterfeit money was reported at 10:38 a.m.
at 817 Coldwater Rd.
- A shoplifter was reported at 8:23 p.m. at
Walmart at 809 North 12th St. Kadar Hassan, 21,

of Mayfield. was charged with unlawful taking over
&500.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was
reported at 10.16 p.m. at the intersection of Scott
Fitts and Cherry Corner roads.
- A theft report was taken at 8.35 a.m. Dec. 1 at
the station because of a stolen camera.
- A theft report was taken at 9_57 a.m. at 707
Olive St. because of a stolen wallet.
- A theft report was taken at 12:11 p.m. at 913
North 16th St. after someone reported a stolen SSI
card.
- A shoplifter was reported at 1:40 p.m. at Fred's
Dollar Store.
- A theft report was taken at 9:38 p.m. at 1313
Main St.

Calloway County Sheriff's Office
The Calloway County Sheriff's Office reports the
following incidents and arrests from Nov. 22-28.
- A citation was issued on Nov. 22 for DUI in the
First Degree, Failure to Maintain Required
Insurance and Failure to Register Transfer of
Motor Vehicle on Mood Drive.
- Burglary in the Second Degree was reported on
Old Newburg Road.
- An arrest was made for Alcohol Intoxication in a
Public Place, Disorderly Conduct in the Second
Degree and Terroristic Threatening Second
Degree on Lane Street.
- An arrest was made for Alcohol Intoxication in a
Public Place on Moody Drive.
- An arrest was made on Nov. 23 for Assault in
the Fourth Degree, Terroristic Threatening in the
Third Degree and Resisting Arrest on Cherry
Corner Road.
- An arrest was made on Nov. 27 for DUI in Its
First on Kline Trail.
- A citation was issued for Operating a Motif
Vehicle without an Operator License and
Possession of Drug Prraphemalia on ShoeMaker
Road.
- An arrest was made on Nov. 28 for DUI in the
First on West State Line Road.
From Nov. 22-28, the Calloway County Sheriff's
Office served two arrest warrants, two criminal
summons, five civil summonses, six subpoenas,
one juvenile summons and one domestic violence
summons. Seven motor vehicle collisions were
investigated by dunng this time.

HAWKINS TEAGUE

Unabomber's Montana land for sale; 'very secluded'
LINCOLN, Mont.(AP) — A
1.4-acre parcel of land in
western Montana that was
once owned by Unabomber
Ted Kaczynski is on the market for 569,5(X).
The listing — by John
Pistelak Realty of Lincoln —
offers potential buyers a
chance to own a piece of
"infamous U.S. history."
"This is a one of a kind property and is obviously very
secluded," the listing says. It
doesn't say who owns the
property.
The forested land, which had
been listed at $154,500, does
not have electricity or running

more than it has," Warr said.
The towing operation involved
attaching a 2,44Xl-foot line from
the towing vessel to the ship. The
long line was helping absorb the
shock of the waves hitting the
vessel as it was being towed, he
said.
The ship developed engine
trouble in strong wind.s and rough
seas Friday, raising concerns of
grounding as it drifted toward
Atka Island, about LW) miles
southwest of Anchorage. But
even before the tug arrived, the
ship had regained some power,
easing those worries.

Responders said the vessel,
which is managed by Allseas
Marine, based in Athens, Greece,
lost its turbo charger. That left it
without enough power to overcome 29-foot seas and winds
blowing at 45 mph.
Authorities said the Libenaflagged ship is carrying a full load
of canola seeds and more than
457.500 gallons of fuel oil, nearly
12,000 gallons of diesel fuel and
I 0,01,10 gallons of luhe oil.
The ship is en route from
Vancouver, Canada, to the United
Arab Einiraies, the Coast Guard
said.
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AP Photo/U.S. Coast Guard/Tor Viking II
A photo released by the U.S. Coast Guard from the Tor Viking
II shows the bulk carrier Golden Seas being tcwed through
rough seas in the Bering Sea by the Tor Viking II Sunday Dec.
5, 2010. The ship suffered engine troubles in strong winds and
rough seas Friday.
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between 1978 and 1995. The
Harvard-trained mathemati
cian railed against the effects
of advanced technology and
led authorities on the nation's
longest and costliest manhunt
before his brother tipped off
law enforcement in 1996.
Kaczynski was captured at
the Linceln. Mont., cabin in
April 19%. He pleaded guilt!,
in 1998. and is housed in a
maximum security prison in
Colorado.
Government investigators
labeled him the Unabomber
because some of his attacks
were directed at university
scholars.
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water. Photos posted with the
online listing show tall trees,
chain-link fences topped by
barbed wire and a tree with
"FBI" carved into it, though
it's not clear why. Pistelak said
Friday he couldn't immediately comment on the listing, and
he didn't return phone messages on Sunday.
The property does not
include Kaczynski's cabin,
which is on display at the
Newseum in Washington,
D.C.
Kaczynski is serving a life
sentence for killing three people and injuring 23 during a
nationwide bombing spree
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— Information is obtained from reports, logs and
citations from various agencies.

Rough seas for ship being
towed in Bering Sea
RV MARY PEMBERTON
Associated Press
AN('HORAGE, Alaska
A
powerful tug boat pulled a crippled cargo ship with nearly a halfmillion gallons of fuel oil aboard
through Alaska's rough Bering
Sea Monday toward a secure harbor and repairs.
The vessels bucked waves of 25
feet as they made slow but steady
progress toward the Aleutian
Island community of Dutch
Harbor, officials said.
The 18,((8)-horsepower Tor
Viking II began its tow of the
738-foot Golden Seas with a crew
of 20 late Saturday, a few hours
after they rendezvoused in the
Bering Sea, about 45 miles north
of Atka Island.
The vessels initially were
expected to make the 275-mile
trip to Dutch Harbor by early
Monday. But Coast Guard Chief
Petty Officer Dana Warr said the
tug boat captain decided to take a
longer route south of the island
chain where seas were somewhat
less rough. The course change
was expected to add about 20 to
30 hours to the tnp, delaying the
arrival until sometime Tuesday.
Warr said Sunday evening the
vessels were dealing with waves
between 20 and 25 feet, despite
predictions that the rough seas
would abate.
"We thought it would diminish

Ledger & Times

ANNUAL BREAKFAST: Dick Weaver serves sausages Saturday morning during the Rotary
Club's Tom Rushing Memorial Breakfast prior to the Christmas parade.
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By ERIK SCHELZIG
"Perhaps she'll be more conservative than we think," Skoda
said.
Conservative radio talk show
host Steve Gill, who has run
for office as a Republican, was
not so sure.
In a Twitter post after her
nomination as the GOP's speaker candidate, he said: 'Look
for primary challenges and third
party candidates in TN House
races in 2012."
The pressure from outside
groups over the caucus vote
for speaker has caused some
grumbling in the hallways of
the legislative office complex,
though lawmakers turn back
suggestions that the campaign
to nominate Rep. Glen Casada backfired on the Franklin
Republican.
"We live in a democracy,"
said Rep. Mike Harrison, a
Rogersville Republican just
elected to his fifth term. "If
you can't handle people letting you know how they feel
about things, you don't need
to be in politics. That's just
pan of it."
Harrison was among the
majority of Republican members who cited caucus unity
in declining to say whom they
supported in the speaker's race.
Casada bowed out of seeking any leadership position
within the caucus after losing
the speaker's nomination to
Harwell. "I am going to be a
backbencher, but I'll support the
caucus to the utmost," he said.
Casada chalked up his defeat
to Harwell being more persuasive with the membership rather
than an ideological division,
though he maintains he was
the more conservative choice.
"I think she campaigned better, more effectively than
did," he said."She's very smart,
very articulate, and I think she'll
make a great leader:Senate Speaker Ron Ramsey of Blountville, who was
one of the unsuccessful challengers to Haslani in the Republican gubernatorial primary,
again failed to see his preferred candidate nominated for
speaker in the lower chamber
after
protege
his
Jason
Mumpower lost by one vote
in 2008.
Ramsey told the Chattanooga Times Free Press
before the vote that he thought
Casada would "make a great
speaker."
His appraisal of Harwell
was less glowing. She "would
be a good speaker, too, I suppose." he said.

Bobby C
Bubb,(

,it Iti. 1101111

AP NEWS ANALYSIS
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(
Republicans have been making rapid gains in Tennessee,
but the most conservative elements of the party have failed
to take control amid the rising GOP tide.
In the most recent example, Rep. Beth Harwell of
Nashville won the House GOP
speaker's nomination last week
despite vocal opposition from
outside Tea Party and gun
rights groups.
That follovved Knoxville
Mayor Bill Haslam's easy win
in a three-way GOP primary
in August that featured two
opponents who pilloried the
eventual governor-elect as an
"establishment moderate."
Eincher
Also.
Stephen
cruised to the GOP nomination and was later elected to
Congress despite Tea Party
movement howling over the
millions he had received in
federal farm subsidies.
Even the narrow election of
Chris Devaney as Republican
Party chairman in May was seen
as a reaction to the more hardright tenure of his predecessor Robin Smith, who in turn
lost her bid for Congress in
the GOP primary.
While Democrats are licking their wounds over losing
14 seats in the state House,
some are consoled that more
moderate leadership has preservered among their Republican counterparts.
"I was a little surprised that
with the endorsement of the
talk radio establishment, the gun
establishment and the tea party
establishment, that (Republicans) went against their wishes," said House Democratic
Caucus Chairman Mike Turner of Nashville.
Asked by a reporter whether
he perceives a repudiation of
hard-core conservative elements
in the GOP, Turner responded: "I would say yes, what
else can it be?"
Mark Skoda, who heads the
Memphis Tea Party was an
outspoken critic of Harwell
before she was nominated in
a secret ballot on Thursday.
"It's business as usual in
Nashville," he said after the
vote.
"We worked very hard to
get conservatives elected in
Tennessee. And this is certainly a move toward a moderate."
Harwell has rejected suggestions that she is not conservative enough to reflect the
mood of the electorate. Skoda
said he's skeptical, but is holding out some hope.
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EPA rules hurt Kentucky,job creation
This week kicks off the world
climate change discussions in
Cancun, Mexico.
As part of these discussions, I expect that President
Obama will continue to tout
his job-killing agenda to regulate carbon emissions through
the Environmental Protection
Agency.
If this past year has taught
us anything, it is that the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) under President Obama
is doing everything they can
to adopt regulations that impede
the use of U.S. natural
resources, such as coal, and,
in turn, hurt job growth.
Their most recent effort to
do so is their 2011-2015 EPA
Strategic Plan.
This plan, like so many of
their proposals, does not take
into consideration the impact

their regulations will have on
jobs and what it will cost companies to meet their requirements.
While EPA is tasked with
protecting our environment
under the Clean Air Act, they
must make sure that they are
considering the impact their
actions will have on our economy, jobs, and the everyday
expenses of Americans.
This trend of not considering the impact on the economy must stop because the uncertainty that has been created by
this administration is stifling job
growth. which is keeping our
economy sluggish.
We must create an environment that enables companies
to hire more people and innovate. One example of EPA's
ongoing effort to threaten job
growth is their proposal to reg-

ulate carbon under
the Clean
Air Act.
This
would shut
down coal
production
in America, impacting
our
ability to
generate
U.S. Rep. Ed
the elec Whiffield, R-.
tricit y
Kentucky
needed to
drive economic
growth and affecting the price
of electricity for most Americans. In fact, one report I
recently saw estimated that 20
percent of the coal plants in
the United States would he
shut down by EPA's rules.

!support 11,41112. Our reSOUrCeN
wisely and in an environmentally responsible manner. but
coal is not a dangerous resource
and in fact it is the only abundantly available domestic power
supply we have in America.
Doing anything to replace
coal as a fuel source is not
wise, is not realistic, and threatens our national security.
With so many threatening
actions being proposed by the
EPA, it is essential that We
hold EPA's feet to the fire to
consider the impact then leg
illations are having ou jobs.
I will continue to stand up
to the EPA and their efforts
to elumnate coal from our energy portfolio_ Coal is just too
important to Kentucky to stand
idly by while EPA plays politics with the livelihood of
so many Americans.
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Jail abuse,smoking bans and judicial secrecy
Messenger Inquirer
Owensboro, Ky.
Waste, fraud and abuse. How
many times have you heard
those three words come out of
the mouth of an elected official?
It's the standard answer for
any politician when asked about
shortfalls or spending cuts, and
it has become the go-to phrase
for those who don't have any
real solutions for solving budget problems.
The reality is, however, that
many of Kentucky's financial
problems are the result of shortsightedness and political posturing on the part of legislators - and very little about waste,
fraud and abuse.
Take, for example, Kentucky's obsession with putting
its residents behind bars, thereby burdening the state with
correctional costs, while creating a class of citizens who
become ever more reliant on
public support.
The numbers are staggering. In 2007. using the most
recent figures available, the Pew
Center found that Kentucky
had the fastest growing prison
population in the nation during the last decade. Consider
that Kentucky's inmate population grew by 45 percent over
that time, while the rest of the
nation saw a 13 percent
increase.
The budget for the state
Department of Corrections was
$894 million for the 2008-10
budget, which was an increase
of 44 percent from eight years
earlier. Even more unbelievable,
correctional spending in Kentucky has increased by 338
percent over the last 20 years,
according to Kentucky Chief
Justice John D. Minton Jr.
To make matters even worse.
Kentucky ranks second in the
nation - behind only Washington - in the number of status
offenders in jail. Status offens-

If you're wondering what
all that has to do with you
and the price of eggs, here's
The following are editorials from newspapers across what.
There may be reasons to
Kentucky offering divergent points of view concernseal some cases, but the state
ing issue's of importance in the Commonwealth.
has no set rules on what they
are
- this has been left to
es are charges against juve- lame-duck county legislators are
niles that are not criminal and under pressure to back down. judges' discretion - and that
lack of clarity has led to a
would not be illegal for adults
The original idea was that
system
in which some cases
-- such as skipping school, run- all three northernmost counties
ning away from home or using would enat the same ordinance. have been erased from public
view and knowledge.
alcohol.
But Boone County bailed last
It doesn't take a legal expert
There is, however, a bit of summer when it became obvito
question the pitfalls and
good news. Rep. Kelly Flood, ous there was not enough supa Lexington Democrat, told the port on the fiscal court. City folly that could arise in such
an anangernent. although there
Herald-Leader that she plans councils in Erlanger. Newport
are
any number of experts who
to file a bill aimed at lower- and Wilder are on record opposhave weighed in on the cruing the number of juveniles ing the ordinances.
cial factor of openness in goN
jailed for status offenses. The
Some members of the Northernment
with
starting
bill would focus on communi- ern Kentucky Tea Party are camty service, truancy prevention paigning against smoke-tree Louisville's own Justice Louis
and ways other than jail to laws. While the Tea Party's Brandeis, who offered several
address youth misbehavior.
emergence may energize oppo- variations on the theme of
Iran sparency
Hood's legislation is
nents, they're trotting out the
"Sunlight is said to he the
refreshing change - one that same tired old arguments that
hest
of disinfectants" and "It
actually seeks to address a have been discredited time and
the
broad
light of day could
financial challenge. instead of again.
the normal empty rhetoric. It
Government regulatio9 of he let in upon men's actions.
will be interesting to see how smoking is no more intrusive a would purify them as the
much support it receives
or improper than regulating sun disinfects'
Others cited in the stories
restaurant sanitation or the numHerald Leader
ber of fire exits required in a offered similar verdicts about
public access
Lexington, Ky.
public building, as the Kentucky
u
thieccwnrind'a7tio(i'lls.
Northern Kentucky residents Supreme Court ruled 6-1 in
The public. 'Thai's you, and
should not have to pay for April 2004.
your
right to know.
their region's politics with their
As
part of its review. The
lungs, hearts and health.
Courier-Journal
Courier-Journal asked the stale
The region lags behind Lex- Louisville, Ky.
ington, Louisville, Cincinnati
A recent Courier-Journal court system for an accountand the rest of Ohio in clear- story reported that thousands ing of more than 3.600 cases
ing the air of tobacco smoke. of Kentucky court cases have it says have been sealed from
Even Bardstown and Glas- been sealed over the past sev- public view. and Kenrucky
gow, small towns that once lived eral years without the public Chief Justice John D. Minton
ul.e made stone moves to change
in synch with the rhythms of even knowing the cases exist- Jr
growing and harvesting tobac- ed.
He has communicated to all
co, have done more than CovReporters Jason Riley and
Kentucky
court clerks and
ington, Florence, Newport. Andrew Wolfson provided both
Highland Heights and Fort an overview of the troubling Judges that sealing court cases
Thomas to protect their peo- issue, as well as an in-depth should he done rarely and only
ple from the serious harms look at a family who fought for compelling reasons.
The Chief it,
actions
caused by passive smoking.
a judge's attempt to seal their
That could change soon. Fis- lawsuit against a for-profit psy- are welcome hut they are mil!,
cal courts in Kenton and Camp- chiatric treatment center in the first step in ensuring more
bell counties are poised to enact whose care a loved one was openness and public access in
Kentucky's judicial system.
smoke-free ordinances. But the at the time of her death.
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Virginia Moi et ield Rraiieil, 16, of Murray, formerly of
Mayfield, died Saturdas, Dec. 4, 2010, at 3
pin. at her residence.
Arrangements are incomplete at Brown Funeral Home
in Mayfield.

Obama, Congress

Barbara Jean Powell

haw Jean Powell, 61. of Gilhertsville, died Friday, Dec. ;
2010. in Benton.
A retired housekeeper at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
she was a member of Union Ridge Baptist Church.
Bobby Gene Colson
In addition to het parents. William Jesse Phelps and Ima Gene
Bobby Gene Colson. 64, of Dexter, died, Sunday,
Dec. 5, 2010, Claudine (Powell) Phelps. she was preceded in death by her husat his home after an extended illness.
band, Roscoe Powell. three sisters. Lucille Compton, Billie Jo
A graveside service will be held Wednesday. Dec. 8, 2010, Brown and Patricia Grissom; and one brother, Thomas
Snow.
at 2 p.m in Pleasant lull Cemetery in
She survived by two sisters, Louise Milsap of Benton, and
Land Between the Lakes with
the Rev Brett Mile. officiating.
Shirley Morris of Murray; three brothers, Robert Phelps of Benton,
Visitation will he held Tuesday. Dec 7, from 5-9 p.m. at the 1.11. Richard Phelps of Mayfield, and Roger Phelps of Gilbertsville.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Funeral services were held today, Monday, Dec. 6, 2010, at I
Online condolences can he made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- p.m. at Collier Funeral Home in Benton with David Milsaps
and
home.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of Lexie B. Ray officiating. Interment will he at Birmingham
arrangements.
Cemetery in Benton.
Visitation was held today. Monday. from I I arn ono; funeral
William R Hurt
hour at the funeral home.
William P. Hurt, 87, of Elgin. Ill., formerly of Hardin, died
condolences
Online
can
he
made
at
Sunday, Dec. 5, 2010, at 2:41 a.m. at Oak Crest Residence & www.collierfuneralhome.com. Arrangements were handled by
Atrium, an assisted living facility in Elgin.
Collier Funeral Mime, P.O. Box 492, Benton, KY.
Funeral services will he held Wednesday, Dec. 8, at 10 a.m. at
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home and Crematory. Burial will fol- Lee H. Giles
low in the Edwards Cemetery.
Lee H. Giles. 52, ()I Fulton. died. Saturday, Dec. 4, 2010, at the
Visitation will be Tuesday. Dec. 7. after 5 p m. at the funeral Jackson Purchase Medical Center in Mayfield.
home.
Born in Murray on Dec. 7, 1957, Giles was a member of the First
Other arrangements arc incomplete at Filbeck-Cann & King Baptist Church in Fulton.
Funeral Home and Crematory. Online condolences can he made at
He is survived by hits wile, Sandy Giles of Fulton: his parents,
www.filbeckcannking.com.
Burie "Hui" Giles and Janette Farmer Giles of Fulton; three daughters, Leeann Thomas and husband, Mike of Watervalley, Elissa
Ike Douglas Hopkins
Diazdeleon and husband, Jose of Ennis, Texas, and Carney Wray
Ike Douglas Hopkins, 62. of Benton, oied Sunday. Dec. 5, 2010, and husband, Randy of Benton; four sons, John Giles of Fulton,
at 2:20 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
Elvin Giles of Ennis. Daniel Lee of Fulton, and Steven Lee of
The son of the late W.H. Hopkins and the late Marjorie (Scott) Mayfield; one sister. Jenny Wood and husband. Jackie of Murray;
Garrett, he was a self-employed plumber.
10 grandchildren; and several nieces, nephews, aunts and uncles.
Funeral services will he held Tuesday. Dec. 7, 2010, at I
He is survived by his wife of 42 years. Brenda Kay (Thompson)
Hopkins of Hardin; two sons, Mark Hopkins and David Hopkins, p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Jack Acree
both of Hardin; five grandchildren; one sister, Shirley Bay of Ceres. officiating. Burial to follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will he held tonight. Monday. Dec. 6. from 4-7 p.m. at the
Calif.; and one brother. Scott Hopkins of Almo.
Funeral services will he held Tuesday. Dec. 7, 2010, at 1 p.m. in funeral home.
the Chapel of the Collier Funeral Home in Benton with Scott
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuHopkins officiating. Interment will follow in the Jeffery Cemetery neralhome.com. Arrangements are handled at the J.H. Churchill
in Dexter. Visitation will he tonight. Monday. Dec. 6. from 6-9 p.m. Funeral Home.
at the Collier Funeral Home. Expressions of sympathy may be
made to Lourdes Hospice, 2855 Jackson St. Paducah, KY 42(103.
Mildred V. Huff
Online
condolences
A memorial seo.ice for Mildred V. Huff, 84. of Murray, was held
can
made
he
at
www.colherfuneralhome.com Arrangements are handled by Collier Saturday. Dec. 4. 2010. at 3 p.m. at the St. Leo Catholic Church with
Funeral Home. PO. Box 492. Benton. KY
Fr. Jason McClure officiating.
Huff' died Wednesday. Dec. I. 2010. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Margaret Bailey
Born in Louisville, on March 23, 1926, she was a member of the
Margaret Bailey, 72. of Central Cit.. died Friday. Dec. 3. 2010,
St. Leo Catholic Church in Murray.
at her residence.
In addition to her parents, Carl Wohl and Josephine Hammer
Born Feb. 10, 1938. in Ohio Coanty, she was a homemaker and
Wohl. she was preceded in death by three brothers. Carl. lrvan and
a member of the Willow Glen Church of ('host.
In addition to her parents, Alvin Russell Earp and Mary Virginia George Wohl.
Huff is survived by her husband. Ronald Huff of Murray; one
Durbin Earp. she was preceded in death by a brother, Hillard
brother. Victor Wohl and wife, Marie of Cincinnati, Ohio; nieces
Matthews.
She is survived by her husband. Marven Ross Bailey; two sons, and nephews, Annette Harman. Vicki Wohl. Julisue Craig, George
Marvin Joel Bailey and wife, Virginia, and Kevin Dane Bailey and Wohl, and Jimmy Wohl. all of Cincinnati, David Wohl of
wife, Tina; a daughter, Cheryl Renee Rich and husband, Joe: grand- Blytheville, Ark., Joey Wohl of Carrollton. and Johnna Wohl of
children. Amberly Brooke Bailey of Murray, Joseph Adam Bailey. Montana. Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillJonathan Ross Bailey and wife, Christina, Kristopher Kevin Bailey funeralhome.com. Arrangements were handled by the J.H. Churchill
and wife. Angel, Kassandra Beth Rich and Justin nay Rich; one Funeral Home.
great-grandchild; and sisters, Donna Gail Wright and husband.
Milton. and Carla Gaye Wallace.
Wanda Lou Mason
Wanda Lou Mason, 74. (if Mayfield. died Friday, Dec. 3, 2010,
Funeral services will be held Tuesday. Dec. 7, 2010. at II a.in. at
Tucker Funeral Home in Central City with Jimmy Jenkins officiat- at 8.30 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center.
ing. Burial will follow in Rose Hill L'emetery in Central City.
Of the Church oh Christ faith, she was a retired member of Am
Visitation will he tonight, Monday. Dec. 6, after 5 p.m. and Iran Bus Company. Mason was preceded in death by her mother.
Tuesday after 8 a.m. at the funeral home Online condolences can he Dathol ('alender I falsell. She is survived by her son, Dale Mason of
made at www.tuckerfuneralhomes coin. Arrangements are handled Murray; brothers. Tremayne Halsell of Tulsa. Okla.. and L.B.
by Tucker Funeral Home.
"Buddy" Halsell of Paragould. Ark.; a sister. Martha Sanders of
Mayfield; and two grandchildren. No services or visitation have
been
scheduled. Expressions of sympathy may be made to St.
Sells
Bert A.
Bert A. Sells, 76, of Dexter, died Friday, Dec. 3, 2010, at 5:34 Jude's Childrens Research Hospital, 501 St. Jude Place, Memphis,
IN 38105-1942. Bym Funeral Home is in chary; of arrangements.
a.m. at Centennial Medical Center in Nashville, Tenn.
Born Dec. 5, 1933 in Columbus, Ohio, she was
a retired Elementary Special Education teacher and
member of the St. Henry's Catholic Church. The
daughter of the late Frank Knoepfel and the late
Rosa (Schappacher) Knoepfel. she had many interest including music, quilting and birds.
In addition to her parents, she was pieceded in
death by her husband, Jon Davis Sells, who died
on April 22, 2010.
PHOENIX t Al')
The
The outcome in this case also
She is survived by one daughter. Shari Jorge of impa.,sioned debate over the could signal
how the court
Deerfield Beach, Fla.; one son, Steve Sells and nation's • immigration policy would
handle
the
controversial
Sells
wife. Ronda of Dexter; four grandchildren. Christy takes center stage at the
and more expansive Arizona
N. Lappe of Visalia, Calif., PFC Kye Sells of Ft. Supreme Court Wednesday in
a immigration enforcement law,
Drum. N.Y., Mercedes Jorge and Marcus Jorge, both of Deerfield dispute over an Arizona law that known as SB1070,
that the
Beach, Fla.; one great-grandchild; two sisters. Rose Marie punishes employers who know- administration challenged
and a
McCarren and Ruthy Holbrook both of Columbus; and one brother, ingly hire workers illegally in federal judge blocked
key comFrank Knoepfel of Cincinnati. Ohio.
the U.S.
ponents this summer.
Funeral Mass will be held Wednesday. Dec. 8. 2010. at 11 a m. at
Arizona's employer sanc"It could take this less visible
the St. Henry's Catholic Church in Aurora with Fr. Babu tions law has been used just case and do something that
Kulathumkal officiating. Interment will follow in the St. Henry's three times in three years. hut
impacts substantially on the
Cemetery. Visitation will be Tuesday. Dec. 7, from 5-8 p.m. at the business interests and cis ml SB1070 litigation
by making
Collier Funeral Home in Benton with prayers being said at 7 p.m.
rights groups, backed by the some broader observations."
condolences
made
can
be
Online
at Ohama administration, have said Peter Spito, who teaches
www.collierfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by
banded together to argue that immigration law at Temple
Collier Funeral Home. P.O. Box 492, Benton. KY.
only the federal gos eminent University's law school.
may enforce immigratiln laws

Ariz. court to hear
immigration case

U.S. and Iran set
for nuclear talks
IVIENNA (AP)- Iran and
six world powers are heading
into negotiations about the
country's nuclear program
Monday with low expectations.
at odds on what to talk about
and with tensions high over the
assassination of one of Tehran's
most prominent scientists.
The talks in Geneva - the
first in over a year - are meant
to ease concerns over Iran's
nuclear agenda. Tehran says it
does not want atomic arms, hut
as it builds on its capacity to
make such weapons. neither
Israel nor the U.S have ruled
out military action if Tehran
fails to heed U.N. Security
Council demands to freeze key
nuclear programs.
Iran's hold stance was highlighted Sunday. when it
announced it had delivered its
first domesticalls- mined raw

uranium to a processing facility.
claiming it is now self-sufficient
over the entire nuclear fuel
cycle.
A senior diplomat in Vienna
who is familiar with the issue
said the move was expected and
mainly symbolic. Still, the tuning of the announcement was
significant in signaling just a
day ahead of the Geneva talks
that Tehran was unlikely to meet
international dema of
hat it
curb its nuclear acti. ales.
Over two planned days.
Saced faith, Iran's top nuclear
negotiator. will meet with EU
foreign affairs chief Catheriw
Ashton. with Ashton's office
saying she will act "on behalf'
of the U.S., China. Russia.
France. Britain and Germany.
In fact, senior officials for
those six powers will attend and
do much oh the talking.
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move on tax cut deal
WASHING ION (AP)- I he in addition to
Senate derailed legislation tax cuts and
Saturday to extend expiring tax unemployment
cuts at all but the highest income benefits, the
levels in a political showdown White House
that paradoxically clears a path wants
to
for a compromise with the include renewWhite House on steps to boost al of several
the economy.
other tax provi"We need to get this resolved sions that are
and I'm confident we can do it," expiring.
Obama
President Barack Obama said
The y
shortly after the near party-line include a break for lower- and
votes. The public must have "the middle- class wage earners,
peace of mind that their taxes even if they don't make enough
will not go up" on Jan. I. he to pay the government, as well
added. Obama has signaled that as for college students and for
he will bow to demands for companies that hire the unemextending tax cuts at all income ployed.
levels, and his remarks capped a
Obama later spoke with Reid
day that lurched between politi- and House Speaker Nancy
cal conflict and talk of compro- Pelosi. A White House official
mise on an issue that played a said the president told them he
leading role in last month's elec- was open to a temporary extentions.
sion of the tax cuts if the
Sen. Chuck Schumer, D- Democratic priorities were
N.Y., eyeing the 2012 campaign, included in the deal.
accused Republicans of siding
Key lawmakers and adminiswith "millionaires and billion- tration officials have been at
aires" with their rejection of pro- work negotiating the terms of a
posals that would let tax cuts possible deal for several days.
passed during George W. Bush's
But many congressional
presidency lapse on seven-fig- Democrats privately
have
ure incomes.
expressed anger at Obama for
But the rhetoric subsided his willingness to surrender to
quickly after the votes, and Republican demands to let the
Senate leaders in both parties tax cuts remain in place at upper
said they hoped political clashes incomes, and numerous officials
would give way to compromise said no compromise would be
in the next several days.
possible until they had engiSenate Majority Leader neered votes in both the House
Harry Reid, D-Nev., said he and Senate.
hoped for an agreement by the
In the Senate, a bill to enact
middle or end of next week on Obama's original position was
legislation that would combine blocked on a vote of 53-36,
an extension of tax cuts with a seven votes short of the 60 needrenewal of expiring jobless ben- ed to advance. Republicans were
efits for the long-term unem- unanimous in their opposition,
ployed. Officials have said that and were joined by Democratic

U.S. cable: Chinese
ordered Google hacking
BEIJING (AP)
Contacts
told American diplomats 'that
hacking attacks against Google
were ordered by China's top ruling body and a senior leader
demanded action after finding
search results that were critical
of him, leaked U.S. government
memos show.
One memo sent by the U.S.
Embassy
in
Beijing
to
Washington said a "well-placed
contact" told diplomats the
Chinese government coordinated the attacks late last year on
Google Inc. under the direction
of the Politburo Standing
C'ommittee. the apex of
Communist Party power. The
details of the memos, known in
diplomatic parlance as cables.
could not be verified. Chinese
government departments either
refused to comment or could not
be reached. If true, the cables
show the political pressures that
were facing Google when it
decided to close its China-based
search engine in March. The
cable about the hacking attacks
against Google, which was classified as secret by Deputy Chief
of Mission Robert Goldberg,
was released by WikiLeaks. The
New York Times said the cable,
dated early this year. quoted the

contact as saying that propaganda chief Li Changchun, the
fifth-ranked official in the country, and top security official
Zhou Yongkang oversaw the
hacking of Google. Both men
are members of the Politburo
Standing Committee.
The cable notes that it is
unclear if Chinese President flu
Jintao and Premier Wen Jiabao
were aware of the reported
actions before Google went
public about the attacks in
January.
The Times, however, said
doubts about the allegation have
arisen after the newspaper interviewed the person cited in the
cable, who denied knowing who
directed the hacking attacks on
Google. The Times did not identify the person it interviewed.
Another contact cited in that
cable said he believed an official
on the top political body was
"working actively with Chinese
Internet search engine Baidu
against Google's interests in
China."
Google's relations with
Beijing have been tense since
the U.S.-based search giant said
in January it no longer wanted to
cooperate with Chinese Web
censorship.
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Annual Christmas
Toy Drive
now thru December 10th.
Bring a new unwrapped toy (appiox. $10 value) for
children ages 6 years old and up to our office. Anyone who
donates a toy will be placed into a drawing to win a variety
of prizes courtosv ot Calloway County Chiropractic

www.callowaycountychiroprzctic.com
"We've Got Your Back"

753-6100
;

Proceeds donated
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Tenn. GOP shuns
Tea Party leaders
Id'

By ERIK SCHELZIG
"Perhaps she'll he more conservative than we think." Skoda
said.
Conservative radio talk show
host Steve Gill, who has run
tor office as a Republican, was
uot so sure.
In a Witter post after her
nomination as the GOP's speaker candidate, he said: "Look
for primary challenges and third
party candidates in TN House
races in 2012."
The pressure from outside
groups over the caucus vote
for speaker has caused some
grumbling in the hallways of
the legislative office complex,
though lawmakers turn back
suggestions that the campaign
to nominate Rep. Glen Casada backfired on the Franklin
Republican.
"We live in a democracy,"
said Rep. Mike Harrison. a
Rogersville Republican just
elected to his fifth term. "If
you can't handle people let
'mg you know how they feel
about things, you don't need
to be in politics. That's lust
part of it."
Harrison was among the
majority of Republican members who cited caucus unity
in declining to say whom they
supported in the speaker's race.
Casada bowed out of seeking any leadership position
within the caucus after losing
the speaker's nomination to
Harwell. "I an' going to be a
backbencher, but I'll support the
caucus to the utmost," he said.
Casada chalked up his defeat
to Harwell being more persuasive with the membership rather
than an ideological division.
though he maintains he was
the more conservative choice.
"I think she campaigned better, more effectively than I
did," he said. "She's very smart,
very articulate, and I think she'll
make a great leader."
Senate Speaker Ron Ramsey of Blountville, who wa!,
one of the unsuccessful challengers to Haslam in the Republican gubernatorial primary,
again faded to see his preferred candidate nominated for
speaker in the lower chamber
after
his
protege
Jason
Mumpower lost by one vote
in 2008.
Ramsey told the Chattanooga Times Free Press
before the vote that he thought
Casada would "make a great
speaker"
His appraisal of Harwell
was less glowing. She "would
be a good speaker. too, I suppose," he said.

Opinions. expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial (pinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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NASHVILLE.Tenn.( AP)—
Republicans have been making rapid gains in Tennessee,
hut the most conservative elements of the party have failed
to take control amid the 1-1•
mg GOP tide.
In the most recent example, Rep. Beth Harwell of
Nashville won Ow Ifouse GOP
speaker's nonunation last week
despite v ocal opposition from
outside Tea Party and gun
rights groups
That followed K nos v ille
Mayor Bil! flaslam's easy win
in a three-wav GOP primary
in August that featured two
opponents who pilloried the
eventual governor-elect as an
"establishment moderate."
Also.
Stephen
Fincher
cruised to the GOP nomina'ion and w as later elected to
Congress despite Tea Party
movement howling over the
millions he had received in
federal farm subsidies.
Even the narrow election of
Chris Devaney as Republican
Party chairman in May was seen
as a reaction to the mole hardright tenure of his predecessor Robin Smith, who in turn
lost her hid for Congress in
the GOP primary
While Demociats are licking their wounds over losing
14 seats 111 the state House,
some arc consoled that more
moderate leadership has preservered among their Republican counterparts.
"I was a little surprised that
with the endorsement of the
talk iadio establishment, the gun
establishment and the tea party
establishment, that ( Republrcans I went against their wishes," said House Democratic.
Caucus Chairman Mike Turner of Nashville.
Asked by a reporter whether
he perceives a repudiation of
hard-core conservative elements
in the GOP. Turner responded: "I would say yes, what
else can it be?"
Mark Skoda, who heads the
Memphis Tea Party was an
outspoken critic of Harwell
before she was nominated in
a secret ballot on 'Thursday.
"It's business as usual in
Nashville," he said after the
vote.
"We worked very hard to
get conservatives elected in
Tennessee. And this is certainly a move toward a moderate."
Harwell has rejected suggestions that she is not conservative enough to reflect the
mood of the electorate. Skoda
said he's skeptical. but is holding out some hope.
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EPA rules hurt Kentucky,job creation
This week kicks off the world
climate change discussions in
Cancun. Mexico
As part of these discussions, I expect that President
°barna will continue to tout
his job-killing agenda to regulate carbon emissions through
the Environmental Protection
Agency.
If this past year has taught
us anything, it is that the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) under President Obama
is doing everything they can
to adopt regulations that impede
the use of U.S. natural
resources, such as coal, and,
in turn, hurt job growth.
Their most recent effort to
do so is their 2011-2015 EPA
Strategic Plan.
This plan, like so many of
their proposals, does not take
into consideration the impact

their regulations will have on
jobs and what it will cost companies to meet their requirements.
While EPA is tasked with
protecting our environment
under the Clean Air Act, they
must make sure that they are
considering the impact their
actions will have on our economy, jobs, and the everyday
expenses of Americans.
This trend of not considering the impact on the economy must stop because the uncertainty that has been created by
this administration is stifling job
growth, which is keeping our
economy sluggish.
We must create an environment that enables companies
to hire more people and innovate. One example of EPA's
ongoing effort to threaten job
growth is their proposal to reg-

ulate cal
bon under
the Clean
Air Act.
This
would shut
down coal
production
in America, impactour
ing
ability to
generate
U.S. Rep. Ed
the elecWhitfield, Rtricity
Kentucky
needed to
drive economic
growth and affecting the price
of. electricity for most Amencans. In fact, one report I
recently saw estimated that 20
percent of the coal plants in
the United States would be
shut down by EPA's rules.

support using our resources
wisely and in an environmentally responsible manner, but
coal is not a dangerous resource
and in fact ills the only abundantly available domestic power
supply we have in America.
Doing anything to replace
coal as a fuel source is not
wise, is not realistic, and threatens our national security.
With so many threatening
actions being proposed by the
EPA, it is essential that we
hold EPA's feet to the fire to
consider the impact their regulations are having on jobs.
I will continue to stand up
to the EPA and their efforts
to eliminate coal from our energy portfolio. Coal is just too
important to Kentucky to stand
idly by while EPA plays politics with the livelihood of
so many Americans.
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Jail abuse,smoking bans and judicial secrecy
Messenger Inquirer
Owensboro, Ky.
Waste, fraud and abuse. How
many times have you heard
those three words come out of
the mouth of an elected official.
'
It's the standard answer for
any politician when asked about
shortfalls or spending cuts, and
it has become the go-to phrase
for those who don't have any
real solutions for solving budget problems.
The reality is, however, that
many of Kentucky's financial
problems are the result of shortsightedness and political posturing on the part of legislators - and very little about waste,
fraud and abuse.
Take, for example. Kentucky's obsession with putting
its residents behind bars, thereby burdening the state with
correctional costs, while creating a class of citizens who
become ever more reliant on
public support.
The numbers are staggering. In 2(107, using the most
recent figures available, the Pew
Center found that Kentucky
had the fastest growing prison
population in the nation during the last decade. Consider
that Kentucky's inmate popti 'Joon grew by 45 percent over
that time, while the rest of the
nation saw a 1
percent
increase.
'The budget for the state
Department of Corrections was
$894 million for the 2(1)8-10
budget, which was an increase
of 44 percent from eight years
earlier. Even mote unbelievable,
correctional spending in Kentucky has increased by 338
percent over the last 20 years.
according to Kentucky Chief
Justice John f). Minion Jr.
To make matters even worse,
Kentucky ranks second in the
- behind only Washington
in the number of status
offenders in 'ail. Status offens-

IN OTHER WORD
The following are editorials from newspapers across
Kentucky offering divergent points of view concerning issues of importance in the Commonwealth,
es are charges against juveniles that are not criminal and
would not he illegal for adults
-- such as skipping school, runrung away from home or using
alcohol.
There is, however, a hit of
good news. Rep. Kelly Flood,
a Lexington Democrat, told the
Herald-Leader that she plans
to file a bill aimed at lower.
mg the number of juveniles
jailed for status offenses. The
bill would focus on community service, truancy prevention
and ways other than jail to
address youth misbehavior.
Flood's legislation is a
refreshing change - one that
actually seeks to address a
financial challenge, instead of
the normal empty rhetoric. It
will be interesting to see how
much support ii receives.
Herald Leader
Lexington, Ky.
Northein Kentucky residents
should not have to pay lot
their region's politics with their
lungs, hearts and health.
The region lags behind Lexington. Louisville. Cincinnati
and the rest of Ohio in clearing the air of tobacco smoke.
Even Bardstown and Glasgow, small towns that once lived
in synch with the rhythms of
growing and harvesting tobacco, have done more than Covington, Florence, Newport,
Highland Heights and Fort
Thomas to protect their people from the serious harms
caused by passive smoking.
That could change soon. Fiscal courts in Kenton and Campbell counties are poised to enact
smoke.free ordinances. But the

lame-duck county legislators are
under pressure to hack down.
The original idea was that
all three northernmost counties
would enact the same ordinance.
But Boone County bailed last
summer when it became obvious there was not enough support on the fiscal court. City
councils in Erlanger, Newport
and Wilder are on record opposing the ordinances.
Some members of the Northern Kentucky Tea Party are campaigning against smoke-free
laws. While the Tea Party's
emergence may energize opponents, they're trotting out the
same tired old arguments that
have been discredited time and
again.
Government regulation of
smoking is no more intrusive
or improper than regulating
restaurant sanitation or the number of tire exits required in a
public building, as the Kentucky
Supreme Court ruled 6-1 in
April 2004.
Courier-Journal
Louisville, Ky.
A recent Courier-Journal
story reported that thousands
of Kentucky court cases have
been sealed over the past several years without the public
even knowing the cases existed.
Reporters Jason Riley and
Andrew Wolfson provided both
an overview of the troubling
issue, as well as an in-depth
look at a family who fought
a judge's attempt to seal their
lawsuit against a for-profit psychiatric treatment center in
whose care a loved one was
at the time of her death.

11 you're wondering what
all that has to do with you
and the price of eggs, here's
what.
There may be reasons to
seal some cases, but the state
has no set rules on what they
are - this has been left to
judges' discretion - and that
lack of clarity has led to a
system in which some cases
have been erased from public
view and knowledge.
It doesn't take a legal expert
to question the pitfalls and
folly that could arise in such
an arrangement, although there
are any number of experts who
have weighed in on the crucial factor of openness in government with
starting
Louisville's own Justice Louis
Brandeis, who offered several
variations on the theme 01
transparency:
"Sunlight is said to be the
hest of disinfectants" and "If
the broad light of day could
be let in upon men's actions.
it would purify them as the
sun disinfects."
Others cited in the stories
offered similar verdicts about
the wisdom of public access
to court actions.
The public. That's you. and
your right to know.
As part of its review, The
Courier-Journal asked the state
court system for an accounting of more than 3,6(10 cases
it says have been scaled from
public view, and Kentucky
Chief Justice John D. Minton
Jr. made some moves to change
the system.
He has communicated to all
Kentucky court clerks and
judges that sealing court cases
should be done rarely and only
for compelling reasons.
The Chief Justice's actions
are welcome, but they are only
the first step in ensuring more
openness and public access in
Kentucky's judicial system.
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Kathryn Virginia Morefield Brazzell

Barbara Jean Powell

Kathryn Virginia Morefield Brazzell, 16. of Murray. formerly of
Mayfield, died Saturday, Dec. 4, 2010, at 3 p.m. at her residence.
Arrangements are incomplete at Brown Funeral Home in Mayfield.

Barbara.Jean Powell, 6/, of trilbertsville, died Friday. Dec. 3.
2010, in Benton.
A retired housekeeper at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
she was a member of Union Ridge Baptist Church.
In addition to her parents, William Jesse Phelps and lima Gene

Bobby Gene Colson
Bobby Gene Colson, 64. of Dexter, died, Sunday. Dec. 5, 2010,

at his home after an extended illness.
A graveside service will be held Wednesday. Dec. 8, 2010,
at 2 p.m. in Pleasant Hill Cemetery in Land Between the Lakes with
the Rev. Brett Miles officiating.
Visitation will be held Tuesday. Dec. 7, from 5-9 p.m. at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralThe J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of
home.com.
arrangements.

William R Hurt
William P. Hurt, 87, of Elgin. Ill., formerly of Hardin, died
Sunday. Dec. 5, 2010, at 2:41 a.m. at Oak Crest Residence &
Atrium, an assisted living facility in Elgin.
Funeral services will be held Wednesday, Dec. 8, at 10 a.m. at
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home and Crematory. Burial will follow in the Edwards Cemetery.
Visitation will be Tuesday, Dec. 7, after 5 p.m. at the funeral
home.
Other arrangements are incomplete at Filbeck-Cann & King
Funeral Home and Crematory. Online condolences can he made at
www.filbeckcannking.com.
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Claudine (Powell) Phelps, she was preceded in death by her husband, Roscoe Powell, three sisters, Lucille Coinpton, Billie Jo
Brown and Patricia Grissom, and one brother, Thomas Snow.
She survived by two sisters, Louise Milsap of Benton. and
Shirley Morris of Murray, three brothers, Robert Phelps of Benton,
Richard Phelps of Mayfield. and Roger Phelps of Gilbertsville.
Funeral services were held today, Monday, Dec. 6, 2010. at I
p.m. at Collier Funeral Home in Benton with David Milsaps and
Lexie B. Ray officiating. Interment will be at Birmingham
Cemetery in Benton.
Visitation was held today. Monday, from II a.m. until funeral
hour at the funeral home.
Online
condolences
can
he
made
at
www.collierfuneralhome.com. Arrangements were handled by
Collier Funeral Home. P.O. Box 492, Benton, KY.

Lee H. Giks

Lee H. Giles, 52, of Fulton, died, Saturday, Dec. 4, 2010, at the
Jackson Purchase Medical Center in Mayfield.
Born in Murray on Dec. 7, 1957, Giles was a member of the First
Baptist Church in Fulton.
He is survived by his wife, Sandy Giles of Fulton: his parents,
Burie "Huz" Giles and Janette Farmer Giles of Fulton; three daughters, Leeann Thomas and husband, Mike of Watervalley, Elissa
Diazdeleon and husband, Jose of Ennis, Texas. and Carney Wray
Ike Douglas Hopkins
and
husband, Randy of Benton; four sons, John Giles of Fulton.
Ike Douglas Hopkins, 62, of Benton, died Sunday, Dec. 5, 2010,
Elvin
Giles of Ennis. Daniel Lee of Fulton. and Steven Lee of
Paducah.
at 2:20 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital in
The son of the late W.H. Hopkins and the late Marjorie (Scott) Mayfield; one sister, Jenny Wood and husband. Jackie of Murray;
10 grandchildren; and several nieces, nephews, aunts and uncles.
Garrett, he was a self-employed plumber.
Funeral services will be held Tuesday. Dec. 7, 2010, at 1
He is survived by his wife of 42 years, Brenda Kay (Thompson)
p.m.
at
the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Jack Acree
and
David
Hopkins,
Mark
Hopkins
two
sons.
Hardin;
Hopkins of
both of Hardin; five grandchildren; one sister, Shirley Bay of Ceres, officiating. Burial to follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be held tonight, Monday. Dec. 6. from 4-7 p.m. at the
Calif.; and one brother, Scott Hopkins of Almo.
funeral
home.
7,
Dec.
2010,
at 1 p.m. in
Funeral services will be held Tuesday.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuthe Chapel of the Collier Funeral Home in Benton with Scott
Hopkins officiating. Interment will follow in the Jeffery Cemetery neralhome.com. Arrangements are handled at the J.H. Churchill
in Dexter. Visitation will be tonight, Monday. Dec. 6, from 6-9 p.m. Funeral Home.
at the Collier Funeral Home. Expressions of sympathy may he
Mildred V. Huff
made to Lourdes Hospice. 2855 Jackson St. Paducah, KY 42003.
A memorial service for Mildred V. Huff, 84, of Murray, was held
condolences
can
be
made
at
Online
www.collierfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by Collier Saturday. Dec. 4, 2010, at 3 p.m. at the St. Leo Catholic Church with
Fr. Jason McClure officiating.
Funeral Home, P.O. Box 492, Benton, KY.
Huff died Wednesday. Dec. I. 2010, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Margaret Bailey
Born in Louisville, on March 23, 1926, she was a member of the
Margaret Bailey, 72, of Central City, died Friday, Dec. 3, 2010,
St.
Leo Catholic Church in Murray.
at her residence.
In addition to her parents, Carl Wohl and Josephine Hammer
Born Feb. 10, 1938, in Ohio County, she was a homemaker and
Wohl, she was preceded in death by three brothers, Carl, Irvan and
a member of the Willow Glen Church of Christ.
George
Wohl.
In addition to her parents. Alvin Russell Earp and Mary Virginia
Huff is survived by her husband, Ronald Huff of Murray: one
Durbin Earp, she was preceded in death by a brother, Hillard
brother, Victor Wohl and wife, Marie of Cincinnati, Ohio; nieces
Matthews.
and
nephews, Annette Harman, Vicki Wohl, Julisue Craig. George
She is survived by her husband, Marven Ross Bailey; two sons,
Won!,
and Jimmy Wohl, all of Cincinnati, David Wohl of
Virginia,
and
Kevin
Dane
Bailey
and
Marvin Joel Bailey and wife,
wife. Tina; a daughter, Cheryl Renee Rich and husband, Joe; grand- Blytheville, Ark.. Joey Wohl of Carrollton. and Johnna Wohl of
children, Amberly Brooke Bailey of Murray, Joseph Adam Bailey, Montana. Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillJonathan Ross Bailey and wife, Christina, Kristopher Kevin Bailey funeralhome.com. Arrangements were handled by the J.H. Churchill
and wife, Angel, Kassandra Beth Rich and Justin Clay Rich; one Funeral Home.
great-grandchild; and sisters, Donna Gail Wright and husband.
Wanda Lou Mason
Milton, and Carla Gaye Wallace.
74,(if Mayfield, died Friday. Dec. 3, 2010,
7,
2010,
at
II
a.m.
at
will
be
held
Tuesday,
Dec.
Funeral services
Tucker Funeral Home in Central City with Jimmy Jenkins officiat- at X:34) a.111. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center.
Of the Church of Christ faith, she was a retired member of Am
ing. Burial will follow in Rose Hill Cemetery in Central City.
Tran
Bus Company. Mason was preceded in death by her mother,
Visitation will be tonight, Monday, Dec. 6, after 5 p.m. and
Tuesday after 8 a.m. at the funeral home. Online condolences can be Dathol Calender Halsell. She is survived by her son, Dale Mason of
Murray; brothers. Tremayne Hake!! of Tulsa. Okla.. and L.B.
made at www.tuckerfuneralhomes.com. Arrangements are handled
Halsell of Paragould. Ark.; a sister. Martha Sanders of
"Buddy"
by Tucker Funeral Home.
Mayfield; and two grandchildren. No services or visitation have
been scheduled. Expressions of sympathy may be made to St.
Bert A. Sells
Childrens Research Hospital, 501 St. Jude Place, Memphis,
Jude's
Bert A. Sells, 76, of Dexter, died Friday, Dec. 3, 2010, at 5:34
38105-1942.
Byrn Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
TN
a.m. at Centennial Medical Center in Nashville, Tenn

Born Dec. 5, 1933 in Columbus, Ohio, she was
a retired Elementary Special Education teacher and
member of the St. Henry's Catholic Church. The
daughter of the late Frank Knoepfel and the late
Rosa(Schappacher) Knoepfel, she had many interest including music, quilting and birds.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
death by her husband, Jon Davis Sells, who died
on April 22, 2010.
She is survived by one daughter, Shari Jorge of
Deerfield Beach, Fla.; one son, Steve Sells and
Sills
wife, Ronda of Dexter; four grandchildren. Christy
N. Lappe of Visalia, Calif., PFC Kye Sells of Ft.
Drum, N.Y., Mercedes Jorge and Marcus Jorge, both of Deerfield
Beach, Fla.; one great-grandchild; two sisters, Rose Marie
McCarren and Ruthy Holbrook both of Columbus; and one brother,
Frank Knoepfel of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Funeral Mass will be held Wednesday, Dec. 8, 2010, at 11 a.m. at
the St. Henry's Catholic Church in Aurora with Fr. Babu
Kulathumkal officiating. Interment will follow in the St. Henry's
Cemetery. Visitation will be Tuesday, Dec. 7, from 5-8 p.m. at the
Collier Funeral Home in Benton with prayers being said at 7 p.m.
at
made
be
Online
condolences
can
www.collierfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by
Collier Funeral Home, P.O. Box 492, Benton, KY.

U.S. and Iran set
for nuclear talks
IVIENNA (AP) — Iran and
six world powers are heading
into negotiations about the
country's nuclear program
Monday with low expectations,
at odds on what to talk about
and with tensions high over the
assassination of one of Tehran's
most prominent scientists.
The talks in Geneva — the
first in over a year — are meant
to ease concerns over Iran's
nuclear agenda. Tehran says it
does not want atomic arms, but
as it builds on its capacity to
make such weapons, neither
Israel nor the U.S. have ruled
out military action if Tehran
fails to heed U.N. Security
Council demands to freeze key
nuclear programs.
Iran's hold stance was highit
when
Sunday.
lighted
announced it had delivered its
raw
first domestically in

uranium to a processing facility.
claiming it is now self-sufficient
over the entire nuclear fuel
cycle.
A senior diplomat in Vienna
who is familiar with the issue
said the move was expected and
mainly symbolic. Still, the timing of the announcement was
significant in signaling just a
day ahead of the Geneva talks
that Tehran was unlikely to meet
international demands that it
curb its nuclear activities.
Over two planned days,
Saeed JAI', Iran's top nuclear
negotiator, will meet with Ell
foreign affairs chiel Catherine
office
Ashton, with A saton's
1
saying she will act "on behalf"
of the U.S., China, Russia,
France. Britain and Germany.
In fact, senior officials for
those six powers will attend and
do much of the talking.

Ariz. court to hear
immigration case
PHOENIX (AP) — The
impassioned debate over the
nation's • immigration policy
takes center stage at the
Supreme Court Wednesday in a
dispute over an Arizona law that
punishes employers who knowingly hire workers illegally in
the U.S.
Arizona's employer sanctions law has been used just
three times in three years. but
business interests and civil
rights groups. backed by the
Obama administration, have
banded together to argue that
only the federal government
may enforce immigration laws.

The outcome in this case also
could signal how the court
would handle the controversial
and more expansive Arizona
immigration enforcement law,
known as SB1070, that the
administration challenged and a
federal judge blocked key components this summer.
"It could take this less visible
case and do something that
impacts substantially on the
SB1070 litigation by making
some broader observations,"
said Peter Spieo, who teaches
immigration law at Temple
University's law school.
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Obama, Congress
move on tax cut deal

I k in our

Annual Christmas
Toy Drive
now thru December 10th.
Bring a new, unwrapped toy tapprox $10 value) tor
children ages 6 years old and up to our office Anyone who
donates a toy will be placed into a drawing to win a variety
of prizes courtesy of (' tuow.tv County Chiropractic

www.callowaycountychiropractic.com
"We've Got Your Back"

753-6100

;:f Cs
!tail

cuts

and

1111

unemployment
benefits, the
White House
to
wants
include renewal of several
other tax provisions that are
expiring.
Obama
The y
include a break tor lower- anti
middle- class wage earners.
even if they don't make enough
to pay the government. as well
as for college students and for

companies that hire the unemployed.
Obama later spoke with Reid
and House Speaker Nanc
Pelosi. A White House (alma(
said the president told them he
was open to a temporary extension of the tax cuts if the
Democratic priorities were

included in the deal.
Ke./ lawmakers and administration officials have been at
work negotiating the terms of a
possible deal for several days.
But many congressional
Democrats
privately
have
expressed anger at Obama for
his willingness to surrender to
Republican demands to let the
tax cuts remain in place at upper
incomes, and numerous official,
said no compromise would he
possible until they had engt
neered votes in both the House
and Senate.
In the Senate. a hill to enact
Obama's original position was

blocked on a vote of 53-36.
seven votes short of the 60 needed to advance. Republicans were
unanimous in their opposition.
and were joined by Democratic

U.S. cable: Chinese
ordered Google hacking
BEUING (AP) — Contacts
told American diplomats 'that
hacking attacks against Croogle
were ordered by China's top Ming body and a senior leader
demanded action after finding
search results that were critical
of hito. leaked U.S. government
memos show.
One memo sent by the U.S.
Beijing
to
Embassy
in
Washington said a "well-placed
contact" told diplomats the
Chinese government coordinated the attacks late last year on
Google Inc. under the direction
of the Politburo Standing
Committee, the apex of
Communist Party power. The
details of the memos, known in
diplomatic parlance as cables,
could not be verified. Chinese
government departments either
refused to comment or could not
be reached. If true, the cables
show the political pressures that
were facing Google when it
decided to close its China-based
search engine in March. The
cable about the hacking attacks
against Google, which was classified as secret by Deputy Chief
of Mission Robert Goldberg.
was released by WikiLeaks. The
New York Times said the cable.
dated early this year, quoted the

contact as saying that propaganda chief Li Changchun. the
fifth-ranked official in the country, and top security official
Zhou Yongkang oversaw the
hacking of Google. Both men
are members of the Politburo

Standing Committee.
The cable notes that it is
unclear if Chinese Piesident Hu
Jintao and Premier Wen Jiabao
were aware of the reported
actions before Google went
public about the attacks in
January.
The Times, however, said
doubts about the allegation have

arisen after the newspaper interviewed the person cited in the
cable, who denied know ing who
directed the hacking attacks on
Google. The Times did not identify the person it inter'. lewed.
Another contact k. tied in that
cable said he believed an official
on the top political body was
"working actively with Chinese
Internet search engine Baidu

against Google's interests in
China."
Google's relations with
Beijing have been tense since
the U.S.-based search giant said
in January it no longer wanted to
cooperate with Chinese Web
censorship.

STOCK MARKET RI-PORI
Investments Since 1W)4

AT&T, Inc.

JoinV . 1 I I 1<(')1'1: \

tax

accused Republicans of siding
with "millionaires and billionaires" with their rejection of proposals that would let tax cuts
passed during George W. Bush's
presidency lapse on seven-figure incomes.
But the rhetoric subsided
quickly after the votes, and
Senate leaders in both parties
said they hoped political clashes
would give way to compromise
in the next several days.
Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid, D-Nev., said he
hoped for an agreement by the
middle or end of next week on
legislation that would combine
an extension of tax cuts with a
renewal of expiring jobless benefits for the long-term unemployed. Officials have said that

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. ....11372.93 9.16
87.65 + 0.94
Air Products
319.36 + 1.90
Apple

(c /, It's the. •
Season of

in addition to

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate derailed
legislation
Saturday to extend expiring tax
cuts at all but the highest income
levels in a political showdown
that paradoxically clears a path
for a compromise with the
White House on steps to boost
the economy.
"We need to get this resolved
and I'm confident we can do it,"
President Barack Obama said
shortly after the near party-line
votes. The public must have "the
peace of mind that their taxes
will not go up" on Jan. 1, he
added. Obama has signaled that
he will bow to demands for
extending tax cuts at all income
levels, and his remarks capped a
day that lurched between political conflict and talk of compromise on an issue that played a
leading role in last month's elections.
Sen. Chuck Schumer, DN.Y., eyeing the 2012 campaign,

BB&T
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Daimler Chrysler
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Cooper
speaker
at Zeta
meeting

Woodmen of the World
v%ill meet for Christmas dinner

The Woodmen of the World Lodge
728 will
meet for their Christmas dinner on
NIonday.
Dec 13. at 5:311 p.m. at the Har
mon Lodge
Hall, 330 C(' Lowry Dr. Member
s planning
to attend must call 12701767-0077
hefo-e Dec.
10 to be included. Hostesses are
lea Bird
and Melva Hatcher,

Special to the Ledger
Whitney Cooper. ot I • \NtN
by Whitney. recently presented
the program. "Holidays Are
Coming" at the No‘ I I meeting
if the Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's ( lab. Betty
Lowry. Neva Gre Allbritten
and Pat Evans were hostesses.
•-•turdebildho
The Zetas will meet again on
Thursday. Dec. 9. at 2 p.m. at
the club house Hostesses will Pictured from
Photo provided
left are Home Department mem
bers Jean Gibson, Judy Stahler,
he Ann Vidson and Betty
Robinson. Lillian Robertson and
Shirley
Louise Pool
Vinson. Members are asked to
bring a wrapped Christmas gift
to exchange in the "Chinese
Auction "
Special to the Ledger
the Home Department will meet again
on Dec.
Ihe Home Department of the Murray
Woman's 16, at 11.30 a.m. at the club hous
e for a trolley ride
Club met on Nov. IS. for their annual
potluck to August Moon. A collection
will he made for a
luncheon and auction of "oldies" and fresh
baked needy family. Devotion will he
by Rose Whitt and
goods. conducted by Jackie Helm. Devotion
al was hostess will be Lillian Robe
rtso
n. Members are
by Vanda Jean Gibson. Books, games
and socks asked to bring cookies for
wome
n
and children at
were brought for veterans in the hospi
tal in the Merryman House of Murr
ay.
Nashville

Home Dept. will meet Dec. 16

Lathes of he Oaks

Whitney Cooper

The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club held
their need to sign up in advance to
play. The annual
regular bridge play on Wednesday. Dec.
I. at 9:30 Ladies Activities Christma
s
Party
will he held
a.m. 1.inda LaRochelle. hostess, announce
s the Tuesday. Dec. 7. at 6 p.m. at the
club.
Bring a $10
winners as follows:
gift for the Chinese auction and a favor
ite dish to
First place. Mary Alice Smith. and second
place. share at the potluck.
Melva Hatcher.
All members are encouraged
to attend.
The next bridge play will be Wednesday. I3ec.
K. Hostesses will he Carolyn Green
field. Edwina
at 9:30 a.m. with Ann Gupton as hostes • XII
inter- Bucy and Patsy W'oodall. For
more information.
ested ladies are invited to attend. Pla' i
do not call (270) 759-1966.

Citizen's Police Academy graduates seco

Special to the Ledger

On
7s1,,nday, Nov. 29.
Kentucky State Police in
Mayfield graduated its second
class of the Citizen's Police
Academy. A graduation ceremony and banquet w as held at
Patti•s 1880's Settlement in
Grand Rivers.
Eighteen citizens from across
western Kentucky completed
the academy which included in
depth discussions of the day ii
day operations of the Kentuck \
State Police. The acadern \
began on Sept. 27. at the Stan.
Police post ill Hickory. Thc
remainder of the academy was
held at the Marshall Count\
Cooperative Extension Office in
Bentim Panicipants took part in
traffic snip scenarios. learned

ahout crime scene investigation. shift.
and were immersed in specific
The IS graduates represented
disciplines of the Kentucky
communities in
Caldwell.
State Police. Graduates are curCalloway. Graves. Livingston.
rently taking part in a ride-it- Lyon
. Marshall. McCracken and
Ion • with a trooper during a Trigg Coun
ties Each Kentucky

nd class

State Police post conducts a
Citizen's Police Academy each
year. Kentucky State Police in
Mayfield plan to begin its third
installment of the academy in
the tall

Datebook

Kappa Department will meet

The Kappa Department of the
Murray
Woman's Club will meet Tuesday. Dec.
7, at 6
p.m. at the clubhouse for a Christmas
pot-luck
and Chinese Auction. Members need
to bring a
finger-food dish and wrapped gift to
exchange. Final plans for the
Tour of Homes will also he discussed
Sanci Teague,
Community
editor

Veterans assistance available

OtO

Ron McClure will he in Mayfield
on Tuesday. Dec. 7 and
Wednesday. Dec. 8. at the VA Clinic.
1253 Paris Rd., Mayfield from
9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Veterans and
their families will be provided
counseling and assistance in filing clai
ms for state and federal hen
efits. This is a free service provided by
the state of Kentucky. For
information. contact Regional Field Rep.
Ron McClure at (270)
247-2455.

Genealogical Society will meet
The Calloway County Genealogical Socie
ty will have a luncheon
meeting on Tuesday. Dec. 7. at 11 a.m.
at Tom's Grill. James
blooper. President of the CCGS. urges
all members to attend.
020

Delta Department will meet
The Delta Department ol the Murray Woma
n's Club will meet
Wednesday. Nov. 8. at 11:15 a.m at the clubhous
e for a Christmas
celebration. Officers will he hostesses

Calloway Middle SBDM will meet
The December meeting of the Calloway
County Middle School
Site Base Decision Making Council will
be held Wednesday. Dec.
8, at 3:30 p.m. in the ('('MS Medi
a Center. The public is invited to
attend.

Food items are still needed for the Need
Line Christmas Food baskets. They are sweet potatoes, cake frost
ing, chicken broth, candy
canes, pineapple. .1e11-0 and instant potat
oes. Organizations sir
churches willing to donate should call
753-6333. Donations need to
be at Need Line no later than Monday.
Dec. 13.

Murray Bank has fundraiser
The Murray Bank is selli

ng one pound hags of fresh Azalea
Pecans in halves and pieces for $8.5
0 and cookbooks tor $10. All

proceeds benefit Relay for Life. Items are
available at both branch-

es.

Free trolley rides available

Westside Baptist to hold musical
Westside Baptist Church invites the comm
unity to join in celebrating the sounds of the season through the
musical "A Christmas
Celebration!" scheduled for two presentati
ons on Sunday. Dec. 12.
at 10:30 a.m. and 3 p M. This program
will feature the Westside
Christmas Choir with special guest soloi
st and recording artist,
Allison Durham-Speer. 'There is no admi
ssion fee. For more infor
mation. contact the church at 1270, 753-8240
.

Domestic violence support is offered

Domestic violence support/educational
groups are currently
offered on a weekly basis. For more informatio
n on dates and times,
call the Merryman House Domestic
Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway County at 759-2373.

WATCH needs aluminum cans
e":7M

nr;s•

by Armita Peeler

Decorating. decorating. deci gating'
We are up to our eyeballs in
tristmas decorations' We are finally making som •rogress in getting
all the Christmas trees up. garland
hung and the Santa Claus' out
However. it is giving us the
(linstmas spirit especially %Intl: we
kicked ill the Christmas season
watching "White(luistmas-.
This week has been filled voth
rifIlleS, exercise classes and musp.ii
entertainment. Jemse introduced us
to a new game this week. Bndgo.
not to he confused with Bingo It
was really fun and we look forward
In playing it again.
We enjoyed the Mennonite
Harnuiny Gnaip on Tuesday night
I Barbara Iii illantl on Saturday
relit We appreciate Barbara enter tairune our residents while most ol
Me stall emoyed their Christina,.
party at Fresh Market in Paris Hie
stall enjoyed a relaxing night out
with each other over a delicious din
tier. Everyone received prizes hit
their "unique" talents that the\ bring
II Hick(try Wixxls Many
to
if
Vickie. Janice and Wanda I it skl
mg that night and holding Mc birt
down
Arlie Scott is our birthday guy this
week Happy birthday Mr Arlie ;Ind
many more'

...Nothing rIct look% or feels
likt home hut we conic close
,41. thol,4, I. Rd • %Impai
r, i“
Phone (2701 75 0-14700 • i KI04-231-501
4

Photo provided
Pictured Irorn left are Michael
Gregory, Trooper Dean Patterson, Lawana Tulla
r, Sarah
Glasser. Michael Bement, Henriett
a Reeves. Dan Williamson, Anita Williamson. Vicki
Sharp,
Trevor Pace. Scott Frields,
Mary Lou Childs, Larry Slakeley, James Pric
e, Kasey Cummings,
Captain Nathan Kent, Shea Holl
iman and Adam Noles. Not pictured are Alys
on Nix and
George Huddleston

Layativ.41

WATCH Center at 702 Main St., Murray.
needs aluminum cans for
an on-going fund-raising project. Pegg
y Williams. director, said,
"These may he taken to the center during
regular hours: or persons
may drive through the driveway on the
west side of the center and
place them in the cotton wagon there anyt
ime day or night, or may
he donated at a Make A Difference Day
at Murray State University
Stewart stadium parking lot."
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The Murray-Calloway Transit Authority
will have free Trolley
rides dunng November and December. acco
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NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
Incorrect insertion
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
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S8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - (her 20
words S.50 each
.kdditional onserurive Doss. S.I2 per
word per do%
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Tkir 10 a.m.
Sew*

[ Aparlremb For Riat

11;€ Place

ESTEE LAUDER COUNTFR MANAGE
R
• Full Time
SALES PERSONNEL
• Full & Part Time
Competitive salary, paid vacations
and
generous employee discounts. Retail
experience preferred
Apply in person it
705 S. 12th Street, Murray

ASSISTANT needed
for
doctor's office.
Ability to deal With people a must Will train
qualified
person
Please call 759-1 1 16
for details

22 Cu ft Hot Point
refrigerator Lg Gas
Stove- Frigidaire used
very little 270- 761
5340

Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment:
Positrons available on

nd times.

cans for

( nIUMn

p_EADLINES

Rer.12p.m.

JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger 8. Times.

; or

Call 753-1916

MASSAGE Therapis
needed. Send resume
to: 1710-C Hwy 121 N.,
Murray.

1st. 2nd. and 3rd shifts
Customer
Service
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resume to
careersechockinnes.net
V
i
s
www.chuckiones net
for
complete
lob
descriptions
If hired applicants must
pass a background
check and drug screen

DIS('LAIMER
Al,c,
..iny the
help wanted Wt.t
on Mt la.stlieds
webpage at
murray ledger corn.
sou will he redirected
to Johnetwork corn
By default,
Murray and local !oh
listings will appear on
this welssite
11,”.sever. as a national
N.,..1,site, not all listings
thc rohnetwork corn
arc placed through
the Murray Ledger
limes Please call
is it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Joh listings Thank you

LOCAL ladies retail
store is now hiring parttime. Computer skills
and retail experience
required Outgoing personality would be a
plus. Must be able to
work Saturdays if necessary Please send
resume to PO. Box
1040-0 Murray. KY
42071.
NOW Hiring Front
Desk. Apply in person
only.
Holiday
Inn
Express Hwy 641 N
Murray

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELIONS
605E South 11th Si '

I

Dependable. Honest
Hardworking lady with
years of experience
would like to clean your
home weekly or biweekly. Excellent references 270-753-0649
Honest Single Mom
needs work. Will sit
with
elderly,
run
errands. dialysis. 270873-2051 or 227-7537
RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502

ktoii COMPUTERS
Servoce/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Bey
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refngerator. electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109
Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins.
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars. halves,
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999
150
Articles
For Saki

ADVERTISING SALES
the Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing. or Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will he
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation. health and denial
plans. salary plus commission, are all part
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
.111 Lqual Opportunity 1:10111.-s.

Case tractor(801 B),
real estate lots Will
consider trades 7534109. 227-1546
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-NTreasures Free gifts
I )r kids. Buy and
appraise coins 270753-4161
HOVER -ROUND
Electric
Wheelchair
Used 10 times in
house. Brand new con
dition.
Located
Murray . Call cell 404
313-1051

RICH top soil, red gray
el for sale. 210-378'
559-2032.
Slabs & Sawdust .
293-9063

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
I BR. price reduced.
various
locations
Coleman RE 7539898.
I BR, unfurnished, near
campus, no pets. nonsmoking unit, $260 per
month. 753-5960.
28R, 2BA duplex.
$525/mo +1/mo security-deposit, no pets
please Available
12/17/2010 Call 4928566 after-6pm or 2938566
2BR, C/Fi/A. all epee
ances. large master
bedroom, deck, & lawn
maintenance Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
48R, C/H/A, all appii
antes. Coleman PE
/53-.9898.

Calloway Garden
EaltlI pout ns
Apartments
I SOS Diuguid DrRe

200
Spoils Equrpment

Pool Table Guy,
20 Years Expeeence
Pool Table. Bout Sore
Serviced we Moved

731-819 4655
2 11)

Fireweed

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY]
INSURANCE

h III1 N

IN(

Lou V. McCrary

Does Your Polley Pal, itItY4
the Deduttshles'

As old inflationarv

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Lock in price, -angle pav or
vment plan
!rrevocable Mt.dRaid
Approved

You are rempori.ible for the deduct
ible that
Medicare &ea not pay .024 on Part A. SIX', on
Part B (*ail rne for mire incorrnatton

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42971

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

le
,
r1/

CAMP SEM (
• OF

ANING

Karen Isaacs, Owner.

MEDICARE ADVANTAGE
PLANS

K1

RESIDFNTTAL & COMMERCIAL

Annuall Enrollment Period
Nov. 15 thru Dec. 31.
Call for appointment to learn
about these plans.

753-.9224
PLEASE LEM! MESSAGE
NICK MCCLURE- OWNER

Ron Sallin (Local Agent)
Phone: 270-753-1565
Cell: 270-210-2533

SINCE 1993
THANKS FOR YOOR BUSINESS

I BR & 28R Ails
270-753-8556
IDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 2E3 ..47
3
weres,,s,

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FRYE HELF'IN CLAIM FlUNG FOR MS CLIENTS

let Full Ale Rent Free

(270) 753-1713

X-Ray Te
• •feri
or will train welded
person Please
call
270-759-1116

ere

VISA

I [

C.A.

s Food hasroth. candy
izations or
;)ris need to

!sh Azalea
:a $10. All
ith branch-

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Reel Fetal,.
Lake !Frowsy
Lots For Saie
Lots For Rent
farina For Sate
Acreage
Nome,For See
tillotoecycias 6 ATV.
AuTo Parts
Soon Utility tWacias
Used Cars
Vane
Used Trucks
Campets
Some•Motor,
Servtces Deena
Free Cahoon
Tobacco &

1,111=M•mma••••••••.......

rc .it

Idle School
!sday, Dec
s invited to

430
445
440
445
450
456
460
470
410
Pie
410
488
500
610
52G
530
ISO
$70

To Place Your Ad Call the Classifi
ed Department at 753-1916 ask for
Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitne
ll Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Fri
day 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

lans for the

will meet
I Christina.

190 Farm Fotopment
Newry Equrpment
195
200
Sports Equipmont
210
Fcreverrogi
Irluercal
220
260 Irlonshi Monte Lots For Side
270
Notes Moines For Sere
280
Moils Nooses For Now
285
Mobile Hoots Lots For Now
alt) Buitleteee
320
Apartment* For Sod
130
Rooms For bent
340
liaises For Rent
360
Stonier Fleidele
370 Commercial Property
3110
Pets & $topplles
300
Lerestordi & Supplies
410 Public UM
425
Lana for Pent or Leapt

Call Askley !lorris or
Carrie.Stephenson
753-1916
and place your ad today!
2x2 512.00 a week
2x1 $6.00 a Week
13 week contract
Runs On- Monday

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large. 2BR,
1 5 bath. garage. all
appliances 1 small
indoor pet allowed
$675 mo. 270-2271743

FIREWOOD (270)2106267 Pick up or delivery

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
430
ees For Suit
appointment
today.
Commerce'Prop. For Rent
270-753-2905
2BR, IBA. 5min North
Extremely nice one
6 Lots, Deep Wel
of Murray. no pets
bedroom in Hazel We
RETAIL Store in Hazel
Septic 270-761-5340
759-4
826.
nay
5000
the electric bill.
SF
+/LESSONS
water, trash, and fur$1000
00/mo
5
nth.
-&
4BR
Houses
3 Chestnut St
nish all appliances
270-492-8211
Available
C/H/A,
Gofer Piano
includ
1850
ing
St,
Vario
washe
Rt.
us
r
&
1215
Locat
ions.
Drums & incee
dryer Only $550/mo.
Coleman RE 270-753Murray, KY 42071
Learn Any Sono
l'ou won't find a nicer
9898
Psis Supplies 1
Yu:1 Wane•!
270-753-5562
-)r. cleaner apartment!
Play Fey Earle
VERY nice 38R wit- h
t270)492-8211
CKC
Chihuahua
garage. C/H/A, and
%1.
Puppies. Ready Now
JAI. M.:N.1.4LS
appliances Coleman
$250. 270-227-0924
NEAR university. Like
‘IINI-sIOR4GE
YAMAt
,e key
RE
new large 2BR C/HA.
720 S. 4TH S.F.
board, PSR-GX76. with
753-9898
DOG Obedience
Low utilities. Quiet.
orner or 121 s & 1.kndek.
stand $175. 270-753(270)
436-21358
What you've been
3190
10X10 $25 10x15 $40
looking for. $450 +
REG
ISTERED
12701436-2524
deposit. (270)978Miniature Schnauzer
i 270; 293-6906
Mk Homes For Sis
0913
pups Vet checked and
AA& Warehousing
ready to go 1 -male
Near
MSU
$20-5
0
2002 Clayton, 16x80.
PREMIER
$250 Call 293-0575
NOW LEASING
753-7668
3BR. 2BA, vinyl siding,
MINISTORAGE
I 2 & 3bedroom Apts
extra clean Excellent
'Inside climate control
Shih-Tzu
puppies.
We accept Section
condition
storage
G&C
270-489AKC, CKC, male $200.
8 vouchers
2525
•Secor
ity alarmed
STORAGE arid
$300
270-251-0310
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
*Safe & clean
PROPANE
213R & Lot. $10,900
evenings
902 Northwood Dr
'We sell boxes'
119L Main
270-753-6012
Monday,
•We
rent U-Hauls
(270)
753-6
266
72X16 vinyl siding
Wednesday. Friday
753-9600
Cell: (270) 293-4183
2BR, 2BA. Completely
Phone 759-4984
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F
renovated. Laminate
Equal Housing
wood and tile floors,
Opportunity
new countertops. metal TDD JD -800-648-6056
roof, whirlpool Jacuzzi.
ULTIMATE 2BR, 2BA
Includes decks appliAPARTMENTI
ances, AC unit Call
Complete with latest
270-293-6321
appliances, beautiful
MURRAY
carport & shaded patio
Central gas heat and
I*
air. Excellent location
2 BR 1 BA mobile from university and
Home Delivery
home, furnished $125 shopping
Local Mail
district
3 mo.
$30.00
weekly.
References $630imo with small
6 mo.
$35.00
$55.00 3 mo.
required
270-753- pets 270-753-3018
yr.
$63.00
$105.00 6 mo.
6558
I yr.
$110.06
VICTORIAN one bed3BR $29500
room 5 miles from
2BR $250 00
R.' it of Kl(frN
Murray in Lynn Grove
411 Other Mall
753-6012
.iborNewS Hikhan.tn,
area. Newly
Subscriptions
3BR 270-293-6116
remodeled_ Large deck
3 ma
3 im
moi:
$70.50 6
$75.00
NICE 2 bedroom, no
with great view W/D,
6 mo
$90.00
$96.00
pets 753-9866
refrigerator,
1
yr
$120.90 1 yr.
stove.
$145.00
Very quiet. All utilities
LV
paid
includ
I
ing
All
electri
Chec
Size
k
c.
Units
Money Order
I Mobile Home Lots For Rervil
Visa
MX
$600/mo plus deposit.
24/7 Surveillance
270-492-8211
Name

R

14.0

MUSIC

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

GET THIS
1X1.5 AD
FOR ONLY
*85.00
FR MONTH

ALL 75,4916

The Place to
Start
Murray ledger!
a Times
(2701 153-1916j

* YOUR * *

HOLLY..DAY
14, sownorm *
Give a gilt subscription to the

lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

753-2905

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

Private Country
Mobile Home
Lot 3 miles- .
North of Mull*.
Lease & deposit
• required
Calf 759-1204
after 7.00pm .

Climate Control
Electricity

340
For Rent
1BR, Lease & Deposit
No Pets' 270-751
0728, 270-994-3308
2.13R,
1BA,
2-car
garage, large yard, partially fenced $550 plus
r,ecurity 978-7441

LEDGER&TIMES*

a
a
a
a
a

a
a

I Si Address

1.12 Whltneg Ave.

City

753-3853

I State

www.murrayiedg,er.com

Zip

1).i‘time l'h
NI,111 iii IV riiiipen with payme
nt tll
Murray Ledger & 'rimers
P.O. Roc 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 763-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

/4 •!Monday, December h, 2010

Murray Ledger & Times
N1urray

LJ

Services Offered

Mcri t) hr-ftitnias in
one easq step!

Services °mew

st=gel

• eeekh,

}oh tiill

• 11.H.,IIIA 011110101M dt.'d

•,17

i

Jonathan

recent

Get a 2x2 two
weeks for 41 50

ait43.1141.

Handyman Work
'Odd Jobs, Repair
Home. Auto,
Carpentry, Light

LA 753-9562j
snialll

Lamb's

Service Insured

I

Publish Date:
Monday, December 20
Deadline:
Thursday December 16
at 5PM

From: The staff
of the
Murray Ledger
& Times

track

hoe

Installation
on

Now
tank

and

O'BRYAN.TREE
& DEBRIS
• Lbcally owned
And.operated '
• Free Estimates
• Lic. & Ins.
270;703-1021,
.270-703-40N
Aihtiny O'Bryatt

978-0404

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
293-8726

OR

Saturday, December 11th 2010 @ 10:00 AM
9760

Used Carr

Public Sale

State Route 121 N. Farmington, KY

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
270 753-4461

ego

.
Ned Trucks

A kilt/TIFIII. ISIORY r BEDROOM 4 101800W.
*124 OET4CHEOGAR461 20428 OFFICE R111.0186

Drywall
Hanging.
Finishing, Patch Jobs,
All Phases of Painting
FREE ESTIMATES'
Call 270-293-8656 or
270 227-9193

116

2000

Chevrolet

Z71

Silvered°

Extended

Cab

4x4

LEARN TO FLY

YEARRY'S
Service. Free
mates. Phone
2562. 227-0267

Tree

iccently
Oared

Professional Flight

Mono

THE Murray Ledger &
Times

considers

its

sources reliable,

but

using

this

do so

at

Ward Elkins.
270753-1713

and

compa-

nies mentioned here"
are believed to be rep
utable.

The
&

any

its employees

of

YOUR

couLp
Haw.

Murray

Ledger

Times, nor

esti-

accept any responsibil

436-

sty whatsoevet for theractivities

SUDOKI
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ciated conte:
"United We
will appealLUPA Caleni
Murray Si
ers heat Quii
ketball game
Glen Olso
Leslie Frank
Eddie Buhler
are students
School seleci

First ComeFirst Serve

ONLY 375
.L A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
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*Flight Review
•DISCOvery Flight
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LAWN'SERVICE

(270)873.2098

Mowing, Manicuring,

(270)925-5387

,

Saliotlaction guaranteed
753-1816

460
Real Estate

limes For Sale

For sale

2274611

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 763.1916
436-5141
ABLE
out

A-AFFORD-

Hauling

Clean

garages. gutters,

junk & tree work.

Please No
Phone Calls

Today I

By The A
Today is
340th day of
days left ,n t
Today's Hi

In the empty Squares SO that each row, each column and each
353 box contains the same number only once The chtMcutly
level
ot the Concephs Siotoku increwes from Monday to Sunday

Concepts SudoKu

270-293-5624

Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.
FUTRELL'S
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Bonus Room.

Johnson Close to Murray High
$234,900
270-978-1107 or 270-978-0505

1700

460
Homes For

BRAND new 3BR 2BA

51

•Olhaa .0.1.0N•
un,•

2BA.

Ne%

2 Car garage, Custom
Brick

.309

sale

Woodlawn
new

3BR,

home

2-4

Bedroom homes in

in

Riserfield I:states.
Bearcrest Subdivision
Hardwood
Floors. SRC Real Properts
Formal dining, custom
Professionals
cabinets, open floor
293-7872
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living Call for your REDUCED Priced for
private showing 270- quick sale. New energy
efficient, 3BR. 2BA 2753-2905.

decor

$77,900 474-2520

car garage

ft.

cathedral ceilings.

concrete

Subscribe

2,240 sq

driveway,

large lot No city taxes

Lots of energy rebates.
210-3781, 559 2032
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by Jacqueline Blgar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesdav. Dec. 7, 2010:
This year, you'll be exposed to itetn• new opportunities. Some
of
your choices might test your value of the status quo
and traditional
thought. You iuu.i make a decision. Can you walk down the untrodden path? Honor who you are, and let go of what doesn't work.
If
you are single, new doors open, especially after the new year.
Realiie that no commitment is appropriate until you get to know
each other. A second person could enter your
life out-of the blue. II
you arc attached, a new aspect to your bond arises, adding Super
Glue and exL dement. How with changes. CAPRICORN's opinions
on finance might not be right for you.
Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4-

l'o.itive: 1-Average: 2-So- s. , , I -Difficult

*A** Get a grip on a situation before you need to
make a major
change. By catching this problem at the seedling stage, you'll prevent
a big headache, for you and for others. If you're feeling limited, don't
blame others. It is the value you put on their opinions. Tonight.
Burning the candle at both ends.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Challenges can be interesting, as long as you use them to
exercise your creativity and intelligence. The only limitation
you could
experience is from yourself. Fatigue marks the late day.
Tonight: Let
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Just compare...
save money & time!
Wish all of your customers, patrons and friends a Merry
Christmas without buying the cards, writing the notes,
licking the envelopes, and getting the stamps.

Looki

H xl.CS WASTE,

your body relax to a good movie or music.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Dealing with a partner, associate or
loved one takes all tht.
energy you have. You not only think this is no fun, but you are con
corned with the long-term ramifications. You are clearly off and can
not change the immediate situation. Tonight.
Forget today, rest.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Others are determined to have their way.
Listen to what in
being shared. If you want a high peace factor, you will go along MI
the request. Otherwise, be ready for a battle of wills, where no ont.
really wins. Tonight: Take suggestions, but do what you want.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Keep your intent clear, but others still might react. Understand
that what triggers one person might not even bother another Don't
wonder so much about the situation. Recognize your frustration and
fatigue Tonight. Take care of yourself first.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** The unexpected carries a
kick, which isn't surprising.In
some ways, a key partner or associate has the ability to debilitait ,
you. Understanding evolves, but you might have
to look past a feel
ing of insecurity and/or financial tightness Tonight. Let go of you,
worries.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Is it possible that you are making a situation
a lot harder that
necessary'? If this is the case, loosen up and see what happen!,
Sometimes you only get wound tighter and tighter,
causing yourself
an abundance of problems. Tonight: Head home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Communication makes a difference What seems like
ifs too

good to be true probably is

dimension. A child or new friend could be full of surprises. Tonight: Out and
about.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov„ 22-Dec. 21)
**** Examine any offers or risks with care An unforese
en element lies wiihin. Frustration builds in a meeting, which could involve
an older person oi someone you consider a stick in the mud. Tonight:
In the thick of things
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You could be more in touch with the goals of a project than
someone who has a more vested interest. You cannot change
this
person, so do as much as you can on your own. A surprise communication heads your way Tonight: Only what you want.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** Moaning and groaning won't change the state of affairs, but it
might be necessary for you. Listen to a wild scheme that involves an
innate gift or finances. Decide if you really can walk this path.
Tonight: Go where you feel good. Talk to a responsive pal.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might want to venture forward and try another approach.
Your unexpected actions could send many into a tizzy, especially a
boss or associate. Understanding evolves as a discussion occurs.
Tonight Leave a grumpy person alone.
Understanding evolves to a new
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Concerned grandma thinks her
grandson i▪ s too young to hunt

Ten years ago
Forty years ago
Published is a pictuie
ol EtheCand Thunnom of Murray
lyn Loberger as she gets
DEAR ABBY: My son-in-law ences with
her reported a theft from
Queen Elizabeth and
her car
blood pressure checked by
Is taking his 8-year-old son on
Beth
while
a the pope, we jetted off to Rio to
it
was
parked in the clinWiggins prior to gis tug
hunting trip. I strongly disapprove. help
blood at ic parking lot
our dear friends, the Burat 9. 51 p.m. Stolen
Murray-Calloway
hut cannot say anything. I am fens.
Ilospiwas a suitcase, white with green
launch their new yacht, which
tal The blood hank is cuncrith
shocked that my daughter is allow- is 6
inches longer than the QED.
flowers on it. filled with a child's
seeking 0-positive type
ing it.
blood
And our children are doing well.
clothes and some new dishes in
Jonathan Miller. Kentucky
As
a
small child. I had a lit- The oldest is
state a box.
a CEO and the
treasurer, was the speaker
tle playmate who blew his fin- younger
at a
was just awarded the
"We
are
about to get into a
recent meeting of the
gers off with a hunting gun. I Nobel Prize
Murray routine while traveling
in chemistry."
on Twelfth
Rotary Club held at Paglizo's.
fail to see any
To me, the holidays are a time
Street The new traffic lane lights
In basketball games. Murra
reason a child for reflection and reaching
y are a big help." from the
out to
colHigh Lady Tigers lost to
this
young those less fortunate. The last thing
Lone umn "Seen & Heard Around
MurOak 48-37 and Calloway
needs to learn
we need to see is an exaggerai
Ceun- ray."
how to kill ed (or fictional) t.ccou
ty Lady Laker% lost to Massa
nt of at'
c
Murray High School wins its
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County.
ego-trip from somt body who just
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tured homes in the Kappa Tour
Board of the Commonwealth of
son is wor- - feel as you do about
of Homes on Dec. 9. Other homes
holiday
Kentucky.
ried
about newsletters. It may help you to
in the tour include those of James
going, and I remember that they are not being
Three Kentucky Parks on Kenand Diucilla McKinney; and Mark
By Abigail
am
tucky Lake, Kentucky Lake State
deeply
written to you personally_ The
and Mona Blankenship.
Van Buren
Upset. What communication you received is
Park. Kentucky Dam Village State
a
Goldenrod sour cream. eightdo you think form of self-promotion. So with
Park and Cherokee State Park,
ounce container, is listed as sellabout
a
child
this
age going hunt- that in mind, no law says
will benefit from the state park
you
ing for 49 cents in the ad for
ing? He is a sweet, intelligent have to read
construction and expansion pro,them. Because you
Storey's Food Giant.
child,
and
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DIS- find them upsetting, toss them as
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The United Methodist ChurchTURBED GRANDMA IN FLORI- you would any
other unwanted
HR. Fulton. 011ie C. Hall,
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piece of advertising.
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with serveral other
DEAR ABBY: My husband
United mitteemen elected by the Callo
way
hope the hunting trip will be a has a tendency
Methodist Churches of Calloway
to "almost" comAgricultural Stabilization and Conbonding experience with the boy. plete things
County will sponsor a use nativ, but seldom actually
servation Service.
However. if the child is worried does. The discar
ity scene on Friday and Saturds make it as far
"High Time" with Bing Crosabout going into the woods and as the counte
day. Dec. 7-8.
r above the trash
by, Fabian, Tuesday Weld and
killing something, the experience container where
Thirty years ago
they belong. The
Nicole Maurey is showing at the
may not bring the desired result. hose carrier gets
Local artist Randy Thurmond
put back two
Varsity Theatre.
While
I
am not a fan of killing feet front where it's suppo
recently won the United Auto
sed to
Sixty years ago
for sport. if your daughter does go. He'll leave
Workers' Local Union Press Assohis jacket on the
Jimmy Jones, Murray High
not object, there is nothing you chair right
next to the coat closciated contest with his painting
School right guard on the footor I can do to prevent it. (If they et. Get the
picture?
"United We Stand " His painting
ball team. was named to the All
were hunting for fixxi. I might
My husband is a great guy
will appear in the 1981 UAWfeel differently.)
Conference eleven. Will Mac Jones
and he does a lot around the
LUPA Calendar,
and Gene Wells were named to
house. It's just that these "almosts"
Murray State University Rac- the
DEAR ABBY: I just received are so consistent that
second team.
I'm curious
ers beat Quincy 82-69 in a basa holiday card from some rela- about whether
Dark air cured tobacco sales
they're symptomatic
ketball game at Racer Arena.
tives. Included with it was a print- of a kind of disord
will open in Murray on Dec. IS.
er. -- MAINE
Glen Olson. Sherry Meadows.
ed one-page newsletter descnbing OBSERVER
Mrs. Lyon Burt and Mrs.
Leslie Franklin. Robert Lyons
their past year's activities. I have
Palmer Butterworth are in charge
DEAR OBSERVER: With the
Eddie Buhler and Phillip Carter of
received similar essays from them
understanding that I am not
the program for the meeting
are students at Murray Middle of
in previous years.
licensed in any state of the Union
the Lynn Grove PTA to be
Why do these writings always to make a definit
School selected to play in the held
on Dec. 7.
ive diagnosis. it
inflate the deeds of the writer, appears that your
recent quad-state hand perform.
husband is either
Kentucky Dam's new highalmost
to the point of laughabil- easily distracted or
ance at Murray State University. way
a wee bit ..
bridge is scheduled to be
ityj It's as if they're saying. "After lazy.
open to traffic on Dec. 9.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Dec. 6, the
340th day of 2010. There are 25
days left On the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 6, 1960. nearly 9 million acres of Alaska was set aside
as an Arctic National Wildlife
Range by order of Interior Secretary Fred A. Seaton.
On this date:
In 1790, Congress moved to
Philadelphia from New York.
In 1884. Army engineers completed construction of the W asti

6
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mom Monument by setting an
aluminum capstone atop the
obelisk.
In 1889, Jefferson Davis, the
first and only president of the
Confederate States of America, died
in New Orleans.
In 1907. the worst mining disaster in U.S. history occurred as
.362 men and boys died in a coal
mine explosion in Monongah.
W.Va
In 1917. some 2.01X1 people died
when an explosiVe-Init'll
NorFrendl
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StainlessSteel Spots
Dear
Heloise: Do
you
have
any secrets
REMOVING SPOIL'S
FROM
A
STAINLFS.•,-STEEL refrigerator, oven
door, dishwasher door, trash
compactor, etc.? -- Jo, via email
Yes, but you must work at
it! I have a stainless-steel refrigerator at our coast house and
had a stainless sink in our
kitchen at home, and I frankly
think they are a lot of work.
Yes, they look great, but you
must keep at it! Others love
stainless steel in the kitchen
and have no problem at all.
First, check your owners
manual for the manufacturer's
recommendations for suggested cleaning products. The most
important thing to remember
is to test it hidden area first
if you use anything NOT recommended.
Avoid cleaners that contain
sodium chloride isalt) and/or

by
Heloise
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bleach, and use NOTHING with
abrasives.
A mild liquid detergent and
tepid water is a good, all-purpose cleaning agent, or use 48 tablespoons of nonsudsing
ammonia in a quart of water,
doing one small area at a time,
rinsing well, then drying.
Once the appliance is clean,
use a dainp microfiber cloth.
and dry with a clean cloth
daily, or more often, to wipe
out fingerprints. Hope this
helps. -- Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT
TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795(X)0
San Antonio,TX 78279-5000
Fax: I -210-HELOISE
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: The fabric
bags that individual bedsheets
are sold in are reusable:
* Put your lunch in one.
* Stow powder, diaper cream
and wipes for a diaper bag.
* Hold tissues, keys or a
few dollars.
* Use as a pencil bag for
small items for school.
* Hold clothespins for the
clothesline.
Heloise

414

HAND SANITIZER
Dear Heloise: Using hand
sanitizer frequently causes my
hands to become very dry. There
are more expensive types available, but I have found an inexpensive trick to solving this
problem. Pour some vitamin E
oil in the hand sanitizer and
shake well. It stays mixed and
leaves hands feeling soft and
healthy. -- Nancy in Columbus, Ohio
Nancy. we tested this hint
with a capful of vitamin E to
half a bottle of sanitizer, and
the vote was three "yes," one
"no." The sanitizer turned
opaque and looked like lotion.
Give it a try and see what
you think. -- Heloise
RAZOR SAVER
Dear Heloise: Pat dry' your
razor after each use and store
it outside your shower area so
it stays completely dry between
uses. The razor stays nice and
sharp, but only if kept dry. - Donna Evans, via e-mail
Yes, and you can pat with
hair conditioner (or baby oil)
to keep the blades lubricated.
CAUTION: If there is any
rust on the blade. toss it for
safety's sake! - Heloise
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DEAR DR. GOTT: When my
with the worms in their bloodhusband was stationed in the stream can
pass the infection to
Philippines. he contracted filaria- others throug mosqui
h
to) hites
sis, which was diagnosed after
According to the World Health
seeing dozens and dozens of doc- Organization,
about 120 million
tors over 18 years Can the dis- people are affect
ed in tropical and
ease affect his kidneys and other subtropical areas of
the world. They
organs of the go on to) say. "The vast majori
body?
He ty of infected people are asympknows it has tomatic, but virtually all of them
already dam- have subclinical lymphatic damaged
his age, and as many as 40 percent
lymph nodes
have kidney damage, with proAny informa- temuna and haematuria." Protei
ntion you can una is the presence of protei
n in
give on this the urine; haematuna is the pressubject will ence of blood in the urine. So,
be appreciat- to answer to your question. a pered.
son's kidneys can he damaged. Both
DEAR conditions are treatable. Travelers
READER: It should keep in mind that it takes
appears your repeated bites over months or even
By
Dr. Peter Gott husband was years to get lymphatic filartasis.
diagnosed Those visiting the tropics short
with lymphatic filariasis, a para- term are at extrem
ely low risk.
sitic infection from filarial worms
A compromised lymphatic systhat are threadlike in appearance tem can lead to
lymphedema, which
and common in the tropics. Only
might be reversible in its initial
the adult worms live in the hum n stages, however,
acute stages can
lymphatic system. There are three become irreve
rsible, leading to
species of filarial parasites that chronic elephantiasi
s of the arms
inhabit the human lymphatic sys- and tegs, genita
lia and breasts.
tem. Each has distinct differences Patients may
have abscesses,
in appearance and calls for dif- ulcers, pleural effusi
ons, pericardiferent neatment. All three can cause tis and more
significant dermal damage, with the
Annual ireatment can he coormajor symptom affecting the lym- dinated with DEC
(diethylcarbaphatic system.
mazine and ivermectm. either drug
Filariasis is spread from per- alone or through
the daily use of
son to person through mosquito DEC-fortified salt.
Treating chronbites. Tiny worms circulate through ic lymphedema and
elephantiasis
the person's bloodstream. When aggressively can revers
e sytnpthe mosquito bites. it ingests these toms dramatically
. Patients with
worms and ultimately becomes heavily damaged extremi
tie.. might
infected. That insect can then pass benefit from surgic
al decompresthe disease on to other people. sion of the
lymphatic system
The worms pass from the mos- through surgery.
quito through the skin and into
If you finally found a physithe lymph vessels, where they grow cian that put the pieces
of your
into adults. The adult worm has husband's time in the
Philippines
a life expectancy of up to seven and his symptoms
together and
years (rarely longer). During this came up with the correc diagno
t
time, the adult worms mate and sis, I strongly urge
you to follow
release millions more microscop- his or her recommenda
tions. Your
ic worms into the blood. People doctor sounds like
a winner.

Hints From Malaise
wegian vessel at the harbor in
Halifax, Nova Scotia. setting off
a Nast that des astated the city.
In 1947. Everglades National
Park in Florida was dedicated by
President Harry S. Tiuman.
In 1969, a free concert by The
Rolling Stones at the Altamont
Speedway in Alameda County,
Calif.. was marred by the deaths
of four people. including one who
was stabbed by a Hell's Angel.
In 1989. 14 women were shot
to death al the University of Mon -4)1 of engineenng.
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PREP BOYS
BASKETBALL

Secondhalf run
lifts
Lakers

COLLEGE BASKETBALL: MOREHEAD STATE 75, Mt JRRAY STATE
65

Wings of Eagles

SIMMONS SCORES

24, LEADS
CALLOWAY OVER
GIBSON Co.
Staff Nowt

Murray State forward Jeffery McClain goes up
TOMMY DILLARD
edger & Times
for this layup as Morehead State's Kenneth Furle
d trails on the play during Saturday night
Johnson Arena In Morehead.
's game at

DEATH VALLEY, TURNOVERS BITE RACERS;
MOREHEAD VINS IN FIRST BATFLF OF OVC FAVORITES

TOMMY DILLARD Lotlgor & Times
Murray State forward Ed Danie
l wrestles down this
rebound as Morehead State's
Demonte Harper (foreground) and Kenneth Faried look
on during Saturday
night's game. Faded scored 21 point
s and grabbed 10
rebounds in the Morehead victory.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
MOREHEAD, Ky. — This
lone a year ago, a hungry
Murray State squad made a
loud-and-clear statement to the
rest of the Ohio Valley
Conference by thrashing cofavorite Morehead State 86-56
at the Regional Special Events
Center, setting up a 17-1 run
through league play.
On Saturday, it was the
Eagles' turn to play the role of a
squad eager to prove itself
against a Racer team that has
gotten the lion's share of preseason press in the OVC.
Morehead did just that, getting 20-plus-point games from
both of its preseason all-conference selections, seniors Kenneth
Furled arid Demonte Harper. en
route to a 75-65 victory at
Johnson Arena.
Only time will tell if the
early-season win will have the
same effect for the Eagles as it
had for the Racers last season.

PREP GIRLS
BASKETBALL

The downfalls of the Racers
were turnovers — they commitMurray State at
ted 19 — and an inability to
affect Morehead defensively the
Chattanooga
way they are usually able to
When: 2 p m Saturday
Where: McKenzie Arena (Chattanooga
smother OVC competition.
Tenn
Murray State notched just
TV: Racer Network
three steals on the night, a numRadio: WFGS 103 7 FM
Records: MSU 4-4 (1-1, OVC), UTC 4ber that tied for a season-low
5 (2-0. Southern)
(MSU
also got three steals in a
Last meeting: MSU won 73-62 in
loss to Oklahoma State at the 76
2009 in Murray
Series record: Ma)leads 5-2
Classic).
"(Murray State) is arguably
"We've been hearing 'Murray
the best help defense team in
State, Murray State' a lot this
college
basketball,"
said
season,"
said
Faried, Morehead
head
coach Donnie
Morehead's projected firstTyndall. "We showed endless
round NBA Draft pick, who
footage of tape on how they conscored 21 points and pulled
verge and help and the way they
down 10 rebounds.
defend the dribble drive. Our
"We weren't really focused
guys watched tape, learned from
on Murray State until after
it and executed it on the floor."
Thursday," said Harper, who
For the Racers' part, they
poured in 22 points and dished
could have given the excuse of
out five assists. "But our focus
having played their fifth game in
got that much better just because
10 days, all on the road and all
of all the publicity they're get- agains
t high level of competiting and from seeing them on
ESPN."
IN See RACERS, 11

Up Ned

Racers can't handle pressure, lose sixth straight

PIKEVILLE NATIVE LONNE oin
IN EASTERN KENT'(k\
HOMECOMINC
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
MOREHEAD, Ky. — For
the second consecutive Ohio
Valley Conference road game.
Murray State
seemed
in
control of the
P roceedings
for at least
part of the
evening
Sat ur day
night
at
M otchcad
State
While
it
was
poor
rebounding
that eventual
ly cost the

23

Racers a sit toi
ii Lastein
Kentucky Thin st1.1. it was an
inability to take ale of the hall
that almost singlehandeill \ led
to Saturday's it-ItS loss io
Morehead.
Murray State Willy(' die ban
over an eye-catching 29 times
and seemed compleiek baffled
by Morehead's lull -omit pies.
"Turning the hall mei ts
always frustrating," said iumin
forward Kayla Lowe, who led
the Racer effort with 2 ; points
"We've graduated oin stalling
point guard the past two yea's.
and Were still trying lo develop
our girls who are used to being
wing players.
But you t•an'i ewet t one
player to go p,iq lout ot

Up Next
Murray State at Purdue
When: 2 p in Sunday
Where: Mackey Arena (West Lafayette,
kid
Radio: WNBS, 1340 AM
Records: MSU 2-6 (0-2, OVC), PU 4-2
in 0 Hig Ten)

people, so we'll have to go over
that in practice, pay attention to
what coach says, and take it to
the floor."
Hie Racers held a 27-17
lead with just 40 seconds left in
the first half when first-year
Morehead coach Tom Hodges
called time out and put his
team in the full-court press.
From then on, things got
ugly for the Racers. The Eagles
forced a turnover and scored
twice before the first halt
expired. cutting Murray State's
It-ad to live.
•See WOMEN, 11

TOMMY DILLARD

Calloway County broke an
18-all tie at halftime by opening
the second half on a 33-8 run,
claiming a victory in their season opener Saturday night
against Gibson County, Tenn.,
53-33,
Senior Brock Simmons
scored 15 of his game-high 24
points during the run, shooting
seven of ten from the field,
while the Lakers held the
Pioneers to 2-for-11 shooting
during the third quarter, and
forced five turnovers.
Calloway finished the night
shooting 50 percent from the
field while holding Gibson
County to just 24 percent.
Senior Shawn Thompson was
the second-leading scorer for the
Lakers with nine while freshman center Michael Arnett
added eight points, six rebounds
and four blocks.
Blake Maness and Garrett
Schwettman each scored four in
the victory while Joe Futrell and
Andy Fraher each added two
Gibson County was led iii
scoring by Mitchell Simpson
with ten points.
The Lakers will return to the
court Friday when they travel to
Paducah for a First Region
showdown
with
Ballard
Memorial.

L(,(1(jor & limes

Murray State forward Jessica Winfrey reaches
for this
ball at the same time as Morehead State guar
d Linda
Dixon during Saturday night's game at Johnson
Arena in
Morehead

Smothennan
three lifts
Calloway
to 2-point
win
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FIELDS SCORES
30 TO LEAD
LADY LAKERS
PAST MARTIN
WESTVIEW
staff Report

Averee Fields notched her
second double-double of the season Saturday night as the
Calloway County Lady Lakers
held on for a 52-50 victory over
Martin-Westview.
Fields had 30 points and 15
rebounds, but in a game that featured six lead changes and six
ties, it was senior Morgan
Smotherman who put the Lady
Lakers up for good.
With less than two minutes
remaining in the game, and
Calloway trailing by two,
Smotherman buried a three
pointer for her only points of the
game, and the Lady Lakers held
on.
Junior Taylor Futrell joined
Fields in double digits with
eleven points while Alyssa
Cunningham added five.
Smotherman had the big three
pointer, and junior guards Karlee
Wilson and Abby Futrell scored
one and two points respectively.
Fields also added seven
blocks and six steals in the win.
Trailing by three entering the
fourth quarter, the Lady Lakers
outscored Westview 11-6 in the
final frame.
Calloway moved to 2-0 with
the victory, and will return to
action tonight at 8 p.m. against
Ballard Memorial in the City of
Metropolis 'Tournament at
Massac County.

Champs
(9_3).
0:1
At5
North Carolina St.
Virginia
inst
At TI
Missouri (10.2) vs
(ESPN) wedneujuit

At W
East Carolina (6-1
1 30 p m (ESPN)
Tex
At'
(7-5i vs III
)
(ESPN)
Ala
At Si
Arizona (7-5) vs
2) 8 15 p m (ESI
Thum

MIDDLF
BASK]

MIA!
split
Stall
The Murra:
eighth grade gi
claimed a 28
rhursday nighi
behind a balant
Kayleigh Hi
with seven p
Grogan adde
Atrmstrong and
each scored fiv
With the wi
1110Ve to 8-4 c
will host Soutt
.it 4:30 p.m. on
The seventh
I he Lady Lyon!
Three Lady
in scoring.
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each putting ii
Ramey had six
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From Page 1 B
State did some good things and Donte Poole
, neither of
turn.
tonight and exposed us."
whom scored off the bench.
But senior guard B.J. Jenkins
The Racers suffered several
"(Griffin) was more in tune
wouldn't take the halt.
scoring lapses, but Kennedy said and he needs to play
more at the
Nobody can protect your AUTO
'We have been traveling a those are things that, in the past, three,
it gives us a little size on
any better than we can!
lot, playing a lot of games," he have been covered up by strong the
perimeter," Kennedy said.
211 S. 12th St • Murray, KY • 753-3415
said. "But we are DI ballplayers defense.
Jahn Williams
"We haven't gotten anything
State Aide
and that's what we signed up for.
inSulanCe
That wasn't the case on from Jewuan and Donte
the last
It's disappointing, our perform- Saturday as MSU surrendered
couple of games, and Chris
ance."
75 points, their second-highest Griffin is going to get
SCOREBOARD
those minThe Racers got double-figure total of the season, and allowed utes."
KHSAA Football
LAKERS GO
Armed Forces Bowl
scoring from three players and Morehead to shoot 60 percent
Saturday
Morehead led by three points
At Fort Worth, Texas
Class 3A Championship
shot
50 percent both from the from the field.
SMU (76) vs Army 16-5) 11 am
going into halftime.
AT
I Oil C6niral 40 Belfry i
field and from three-potnt range.
if SPN)
"We tried to pressure them as
Class 5A Championship
The Racers cut the lead to
Pinstripe Bowl
They also hung with Morehead much as we could," said Miles. one
El Thomas Highlands 50 Christia
HOPKINS\ ILI E
n Co
at 39-38 with 14:26 left to
Al Bronx, N.Y.
0
and
Furred
"I
on
the
boards
think
,
losing
they
just
took
Syracus
better
care play, but from there Morehead
e (7•5) vs Kansas State (7-5),
Class 6A Championship
TOt RN k
I
the rebounding advantage by of the ball than in the last couple went
2 30 p m (ESPN)
ou Trinity 38, Lou Male 0
on a 10-0 jaunt to take a
Music City Bowl
Just one board.
of years. We usually get more 49-38 lead they
Staff Report
would not relinAt Nashville, Tenn.
First Region Boys Basketball
Isaiah Canaan led the team steals than that."
North Carolina (7-5) vs Tennessee (6quish.
The
Calloway
Saturday
County
with 17 points while Isacc Miles
6). 540 pm.(ESPN)
In a :-are turn of events, the
Bowling Green 65. Marshall Co
Jenkins cut the lead to four wrestling team claimed the
63 tat
Holiday Bowl
chipped in 12 and Jenkins went Racers even went away from with 2:17
Marshall Co Hoopfest)
left, converting a four- Hopkinsville Orange and BLit:1k
At San Diego
Scott Co Central(Mo ) 71, Graves
for
I I.
their trademark man-to-man point play on
co
Nebrask
a (10-3) vs Washington (661
45 (at Marshall Co Hoopfest)
a three-pointer Duals tournament championship
9 p m (ISPN)
Murray State, which fell to 4- defense late, switching to a zone from the corner
Calloway Co 53. Gibson Co (Tenn.)
in
which he was on Saturday with a record of 4- I.
33
Friday, Dec 31
4 overall and I -1 in the confer- that Morehead exploited with fouled
at Martin Westview Shootout)
.
The Lakers fell to Davies',
Meineke Bowl
MrNairy Central (Tenn.) 65,
ence, will now enjoy some several three-point baskets.
Carlisle Co
At Charlotte, N.0
But 'vlorehead responded, County, who went 3-2 on the day.
55 (at Martin Westview Shootout)
Clemson (6-6) vs South Florida (7.5)
much-needed practice time
Foul trouble also hampered delivering what would
Today
prove to by a score of 34-48 to open the
11 a m (ESPN)
Murr iy al Community Christian 7
before
traveling to Chattanooga Murray State's defensive efforts. be the dagger
45
on a Harper three- tournament, but rebounded nicely
Sun Bowl
pm
next Saturday to correct the ills The Racers committed 26 fouls pointer
At El Paso, Texas
seconds later.
after a slow start.
Notre Dame (7-5) vs Miami 17-5), 1
-- turnovers and lack of defen- and starting post players Ivan
First Region Girls Basketball
Murray State struggled to
Calloway
defeated
pm (CBS)
sive effort -- that head coach Aska and Jeffery McClain both score
Saturday
down the stretch and was Hopkinsville, who went 1-4, by a
Liberty Bowl
Man,hall Co 71. McLean Co 49 (at
Billy Kennedy took full respon- found themselves on the bench forced
At Memphis, Tenn.
Marshall Co Hooptest)
to foul Morehead to score of 46-27, then took down
Georgia (6-6) vs UCF (10-3), 210 p.m
sibility for Saturday night.
in the first half with early fouls. extend the game.
Calloway Co 52. Martin (Tenn)
Caldwell County (3-2) 47-36.
(ESPN)
Westview 50 (at Martin Westview
"We can play so much better,
Freshman forward Shawn
The Lakers then wrapped up
Chick-hi-A Bowl
Shootouti
and it is early in the year, and Jackson reaggravated a knee
At Atlanta
McNalry Central (Tenn )62, Graves
their final two opponents, defeatMorehead State
31 44 ._ 75
Co
South Carolina (9-4) vs Florida Slate
this is a different team," he said. injury during warm-ups and did Murray State
37 (at Mame Westview Shootou
28 37 - 65
ing Trigg County( 1-4)by a count
t)
(9-4), 630 pm (ESPN)
Mayfield 70 Fulton Co. 34
"My mistake has been assuming not play. making Kennedy's
Saturday, Jan. 1
of
54-28, and then defeated a
Morehe
ad State (5-3)- Harper 22.
Today
that the defensive intensity we bench even shorter.
TicketCity Bowl
rough Ravenwood team out of
Calloway Co vs Ballard Memorial, 8
reread 21, Hill 15. Goodman 8. Proffitt 5.
At Dallas
had last year arid the defensive
As a result, Ed Daniel played Austin 4
p in (at City cf Metropolis Tournament)
Tennessee in the tie-break 37-30,
Northwestern (7-5) vs Texas Terh 17
MlItlay at Community Christia
commitment and valuing the 20 minutes of the game and F13: 25-42 3-pt.: 7-16 FT: 18, 29
n, 6 pm
5). 11 am (ESPNU)
clinch
ing the title for the Lakers.
Heath at Mayfield, 7 30 p.m
Reboun
ds: 24 Turnovers: 14
hall offensively would carry Chris Griffin also saw 12 minCapital One Bowl
Robbie Friedrich. Keaton
At Orlando, Fla.
over.
utes of action, scoring five Murray State (4-3)- Canaan 17, Miles
OVC Basketball
Starks and Charlie Courtney all
Michigan State (11 1) VS Alabama (9Saturday
"It hasn't, and we've seen that points and serving in part to 12, Jenkins 11, McClain 8. Aska 6.
3). Noon (ESPN,
led
the way for Calloway in their
Austin Peay 77 Eastern Illinois 73
Daniel
Griffin
5
in practice and it comes out make up for lack of production FO: 6
Outback Bowl
Eastern Kentucky 77, Tenn -Marlin 69
respective weight classes, with all
21-42 3-pt.: 8-16 FT:15-16
Al Tampa, Fla.
against good teams. Morehead from junior guards Jewuan Long Rebounds: 23 Turnovers: 19
Morehead St 75. Murray St 65
three finishing the day without a
Florida (7-5) vs Penn State (7-5), Noon
Tennessee St 77, SE Missouri St 67
(ABC)
loss, as Friedrich and Courtney
Tenr.essee Tech 64, Jacksonville St 62
Gator Bowl
both went a perfect 5-for-5. while
Todity
At Jacksonville, Fla.
SE Missouri St at Iowa St. 7 pm
Starks went 4-0 in his matches as
Michigan (7-5) vs Mississippi State (8(ESPN3 corn)
4). 12 30 p m (ESPN2)
well.
From
Page 10
Murray State also got a solid
Rose Bowl
State Basketball
Several Lakers finished the
At Pasadena, Calif
Morehead went back to the performance from fresh
Saturday
man
TCU 112 01 vs Wisconsin (11 ) 4 p m
day with only one lass, including
press to begin the second half forward Jessica Winfr
North Carolina /'. Kentucky 73
ey, who
)ESPN)
Aaron Littlepage (4- I ), Justin
Louisville 97 Soirth A.ahama 70
CITIZENSHIP
and outscored the Racers 15-2 notched the first doubl
Fiesta Bowl
e-double
Memphis 77 Western Kentiirky 61
Hargro
ve (4-1) and Chris Hall (3At Glendale, Ariz.
through the first five minutes to of her collegiate career
QUOTATIONS
with 11
Connecticut (8-4) vs Oklahoma (11i ).
2).
take
a
lead
taey
wouldn
Bowl Glance
't lose.
• We can not always
points and 10 rebounds.
7 30 p m (ESPN)
The Lakers will welcome
All Times CST
"The up-front pressure realMonday. Jan. 3
Cross said he was pleased
change the future for
Saturday, Dec 18
Paduc
ah Tilghman into the Day
Orange Bowl
ly
sparked us the last part of the with Winfrey's play agains
New Mexico Bowl
our youth, but we
t the
Treatment Center Thursday for
Al Miami
first
half,
then
Al Albuquerque
we got a big OVC's leading rebounder,
Stanford it
vt. Virginia rerh (11
can change our
their first home match of the seauTE.p j6 6) vs BYU r6-6), 1 pm.
three-point play to start the sec- Morehead's Ashar
7 30 p m (ESPN)
./
Harris, but
IESPN)
youth
son
foiat 6 p.m.
the
future
Tuesday, Jan. 4
ond, and that gave us some nice that he wants her to
Humanitarian Bowl
stop changSugar Bowl
Both
Calloway County and
Frankl
in
D.
momen
tum
At Boise, Idaho
and allowed us to ing her shot offensively.
Al New Orleans
Paducah Tilghman are expected
Northern Illinois (10-3) vs Fresno State
Roose
get back in the press," said
velt
Ohio State (11-1) vs Arkansas (10-2(
"We've told her never to
(8-4). 430 pm (ESPN)
U) make a push for a First Region
7 30 p m (ESPN)
Hodges.
whose
squad change her shot for anyone." he
New Orleans Bowl
Thursday. Jan. 6
title
this year.
impro
Ohio (8-4) vs Troy (7-51 8 p m (ESPN(
ved
to
2-0 in ()VC play.
said.
GoDaddy.com Bowl
Tuesday. Dec 21
The loss was the sixth conAt Mobile. Ala
While Winfrey and Lowe
Beef '0 Brady's Bowl
Miami (Ohio) 19 4) vs Middle
secutive for the Racers, who turned in strong outing
At St. Petersburg, Fla.
s, the
Tennessee (6 6i 'p rT) (ESPN)
Louisville (6-61 vs Southern Mississippi
remain
winless
against Racers didn't get what they
Friday, JIM.7
(8-4). 7 p.m.(ESPN)
Division I competition' on the beedtd from their guards
Cotton Bowl
. The
Wednesday, Oec. 22
At Arlington, Texas
.season.
starting threesome of Mallory
MAACO Bowl
Texas A&M (9-3) vs LSU (10-21. 7 p m
Murray State hasn't played a Schwab, Mariah Robinson
At Las Vegas
(FOX)
and
Utah (10-2) vs Boise State ti-lI 7
single one of those games in Rachael Isom combined
Saturday, Jan. 8
for 19
in (ESN*
BBVA Compass Bowl
the CFSB Center. however.
Thursday, Dec. 23
turnovers and MSU got little
Al Birmingham, Ala.
Poinsettia Bowl
"It's not a whole lot of fun production off the bench.
Pittsburgh (7.5( vs Kerauck (6-6)
At San [hew
am (ESPN)
Offer Valid December 1st - 11th
losing," said head coach Rob
Schwab was plagued by foul
San Diego State (8-4) vs Navy (8-3), 7
Sunday. Jan. 9
Cross. "But you have to take trouble, eventually
pm (ESPN)
fouling out
Fight Hunger Bowl
into account the opponents. and in the game's final minut
Friday, Dec. 24
At San Francisco
e, and
Hawaii Bowl
Boston College (7 51 vs NPN.ada , 121)
it's tough to win on the road in scored no points in
just 12 minAl Honolulu
8 p m (ESPN)
conference games.
Hawaii (10-3) vs Tulsa i 9-3) 7 pm
utes.
Monday, Jan 10
(ESPN)
"It means we're going to
BCS National Championship
Robinson scored 15 points
Sunday, Dec 26
know.
At Glendale. Ariz.
have to go scmewhere and steal while Isom notched
seven.
Little Caesars Pizza Bowl
Auburn (13-0) vs Oregon (1201 7 30
some road games later this seaAt Detroit
The Racers return to action
pm (ESPN)
Toledo (8-4) vs Florida International (6son, and we certainly have to Sunday when they
travel to
6), 7 30 p m (ESPN)
NCAA FCS Playoff Glance
(beat Morehead and EKU) Purdue for a 2 p.m.
110 East Sycamore • Murray, KY 42071
Monday, Dec 27
tip-off.
All Times CST
when they come to Murray."
Independence Bowl
First Round
At Shreveport, La.
270-753-1423
Lowe, a native of Pikeville,
Saturday, Nov. 27
Georgia Tech (6-61 vs Air Force (8-4). 4
Western Illinois 17, Coastal Carolina 10
a
two-hour
trip
front
pm (ESPN2)
Lehigh 14 Northern Iowa 7
Morehead. put on a show in a
Tuesday. Dec. 28
Georgia Southern 41, South Carolina
Champs Sports Bowl
place she said feels like home.
State 16
At Orlando, Fla.
North Dakota State 43, Robert Morris
The Racers' leading returnNorth Carolina State (8-4) vs West
17
ing
scorer has now posted
Virginia (9-3). 5 30 pm (ESPN)
Second Round
Insight Bowl
hack-to-back
Saturday, Dec. 4
15-plus-point
At Tempe, Ariz.
Appalachian State 42 Western
games after a slow start to the
Missouri 11021 vs Iowa (7-5). 9 P m
14
season.
(ESPN)
VVofford 17. Jacksonville State 1 4
Wednesday, Dec 29
Delaware 42, Lehigh 20
"I woke up this morning and
Military Bowl
New Hampshire 45. Bethune-Cookman
a• happy to see mountains,"
At Washington
20
she said. "...I really don't like to
East Carolina (6-6) vs Maryland (8-4).
Georgia Southern 31, William & Mary
1 30 pm (ESPN)
15
lose, especially to (Morehead).
Texas Bowl
North Dakota State 42. Montana State
because they knocked us out of
At Houston
17
the tournament last year (in the
Baylor (7-51 vs Illinois (6-6). 5 pm
Villanova 54. Stephen F Austin 24
(ESPN)
Eastern Washington 37, Southeast
first round in Morehead).
Alamo Bowl
Missouri State 17
"I'm competitive, and this
At San Antonio
just gives me more of a drive to
Arizona (7-5) vs Oklahoma State (102). 8 15 pm (ESPN)
go out and play harder next
Thursday, Dec. 30
Reg SI Ors
time."

Calloway
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NPAdayHEARING AID SALE!

LET THE PROFESSIONALS AT STONE.LANG SAVE YOU MONEY ON A NEW HEARING AID!
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Custom Fitted

lopDigital In the Ear
Sale Price

MIDDLE SCHOOL
BASKETBALL

MMS girls
split with
Lyon
Staff Report
The Murray Middle School
eighth grade girls basketball team
claimed a 28-21 victory last
Thursday night at Lyon County
behind a balanced scoring attack.
Kayleigh House led all scorers
with seven points, while Liz
Grogan added six. Bethany
Armstrong and Maddie Waldrop
each scored five.
With the win, the Lady Tigers
move to 8-4 on the season and
will host South Marshall Middle
at 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday.
The seventh grade team fell to
the Lady Lyons 18-17.
Three Lady Tigers led the way
in scoring, with Armstrong.
Waldrop and Sarah McDowell
each putting in five, while Lily
Rainey had six rebounds.

$795

Open Fit
Behind the Ear
Reg $2.500

Sale Price $1,595

2.99/PACK

(BATTERIES $
No equipment to buy.
No start-up costs.
Get DIRECTV today.

r
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DIRE C T V

WOOD ELECTRONICS INC
<03 MAPLE ST
On the Court Squat

270-753-0530
AJJ1bor 41.0 I) 14) J 1 V 1),64,1Aot,
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Elizabeth C. Vickery, BC-HIS

LIMITED TIME OFFER

CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT 270-753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION

210 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270-753-8055
Visit our Web Site at: www.stonelang.com
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